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PsycholingUisit are interested in the underlyipg:knoWledge and abilities

-

4 .
.4.

Mhich peoPlei,must have in order to use language.end ih prddr to learn to use,

langUage in childhood. I Say "Underlying knOwledge and abilities" bedause

A

language, like all systems of humanr/knowledge, can,only be inferred froWthe
6

4

careful,sttd. f criert behavior--in this caSe, speech 4nd Compirehension of.

.

speech. ThUs, the bralem or the psycholinguist is.that of all social scien-
,

.'

tists Who venture beyond descriaion pf behavior; namely,°Postulating under--
,

lying structurS which mai,' account.for appareht Orderliness in observedb
t

ehevion
',

,,,

t T

To use the terms: of modern linguistics?, wp are (intereste4 in-the competenCe
,

which enables people to.engage in the complex.perforMance of linguistio inter-
'..,

o
action. Pnrasing(the problem in theSe.terms, however., places''"cempetenpe" #

1
i o . '1 4 . ,

2t111 4

.

la considerably breader qqnte411, an that of the inguist, foryin interacting
.

',/,
. .,

Z. .-

with one anothereople ;iiust- know nol cinly'the rules of
1
their language but

the ruls:of social interaOtioA as.well. And in'raising questions.of perfor-
. ,

;

mance and of acquisition 'we bleb. alPandora'-d'box of psychological is-sues in-,
. . .-

1

voljved in such classical areas as learnirii; attention., memory, perception,

cognitive development, and'tYte like.

I raise these rather mundane points dt the outset to nIAIBit clear that
a

strictly linguistic competence is only onecomponent, of what I take to,be the
...

.; O.

} I

underlyiw knowledge an abilities1which'we all have as language users. In

.

this pretsentation .1 atteMpt to rai,sd ajew 4.road4..speculative questions which

III .
V' ,

cut aCrosa the various behavioral sciences conceTned'with language. .my basic
a

queit is 'the structure and' genetis of the'human mind, .as shaped by biological
" t

and social factórs. It is.vf Value tO begin with linguistics, for here we

.

have one qf the most precise 4hd provocative descriptions,,of a'Segmeht of

,
human knwledge. t -

.5)
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In what.seng,ecaptfie seeminNy iubject'OffOrtal linguistics be eaie-'\
. .

to deal with mind.and)cnowledge? donsider, briefli, sane of the many.things.
2,0

you know about the synttiX of_Englisb:('aadireMember that these are things whi&
u

.

each oPyou somehow.came to know aS 4:very-young child). The examples are
)

drawn fram the work in,transforMational grammar,of Noam Chomsky and.his

leagues. You know, for one thing, that many sentenc9s of,the langUage can be
ef,

aMbiguous. To take a familiar ekample: ViSiting rel,ative's canibe a-nuiSance.

Here is a single string.Of words, a single grammatical structure, yet you .

know that in some sense which goes deepef than its Surface,dtructure,it has.

two,possible'interpretations: Visiting reatiVqs IS a, nuisance andlyisiting

relatives ARE a nuisance. That is, yoU know that sentence's t:ave underlying

meanings, andthe cues to these meanings are not simplygiven in the sUmface

Characteristics of the sentences-as they are heard.

' Another obvious example of the capacity to interprpt sentences is your

ability to discover the logical propositions underlying utteranlis: in simple

terms, Whods doing wbatito whom? The active sentence LBJ backs Humphrey has

the same meaning as its corresponding passi,Ve, Humphrey is backed by 'LW.: In'

each case, you are able to discern who is subjgct and who is obdect of the verb,

though,the word order is changed. And'lest you think that only position in a

-surface sentence frame guides you in this interpretation,consider the follow-
.

ing two pass5,ye senten.

They were blockda by police.

They,were blocked by force.
. .

.
.

.

Though police, is the loglcal subject* or agetit,-of the first sentence, force
! , A

. 1
.

does not play a similar syntactic'role in the..seconC your knowledge of English

structure makes it clear that the second sentence omits nentión of t'ile agent,
,
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thdugh you know he is a user of force. ZonSider another pair of apparently

similar sentences, oft-quoted in tfite linguistic literature,:

John'is easy to please.

John is 4ger to please.

:Somehow you know that john is object of the first sentence ("Somebodj,pleases

John") and subject of the second ("John Pleases somebody"). _Again, the message

is a simple one: You must go beneath the purface struetures of sentences to dis-

cover their meanings. Transformational grammarians-haVe attempted to provide

detailed descriptions of the rules'requirad to'relate'the surface structures of

sentences tO their 'underlying,- r deep,i structures.

is-it necessary, however, to consider such ruleO in discussing the

natvre of human knowledge? It s because the use orlanguage is productive:

We are continually being.called uponto crbate and understand new sentences.

4.Ttitslitact often comes as a-surprise. Somehow, it seems intuitively that the..
. .

.k?

stock of tentences cannot be unlimited. A simple mental exercise drives this
,

point home.4v,Imagine opening a bobk: read sentence, and see haw far you

to read to find that sentence repeated again. Unless you have happened up

Or a theme wi-iich is quoted again and again, I think you would find the

,

job hopeless. Sentences are, by and large, novel events. This raises the

central psycholinguistic question: How can a new sentence be prizduced and

understood? Since sentences cannot be learned by rote, the developmental pay- ,

cholinguist must contern himself with-the Child's formation of rules wh,,ereby he
,

47.

:.
.can project a limited amount of experience with a limited plumber of.sentences

,

.
,

.

, :.'

to the capacity to produce and understand an *limited number of sentences. .
. ,.

I

.

.

.

4,gai:n, phrased in this way, ihe problem.is ho unique to students of language
.
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development,,but
s -

Asocialisation.

The use

.1
%A

he word "rule" in..t .4context is perhaps unl'ortutate. It

9

-.

convcrned with development and

/70
ieddjeopie'io- ink psycholinguists.Aelleve that people can'state explicit

-

'iNa.es of grama4 and thatIchildren learn such rules. This, of course, is not

What I have in mind. Vone Of us, for example,..can state all of the rules of

it

s.

'English grammar.- (If we could, linguists would'have nothing to doI) Perhaps
:. 4 N' .

. .

4 e

this important notion of "rule" can
.

be clarified by asking about.the sorts of

behavioralevidence.whichlw buld enable one to speak.of a person's possession'

of a.rule. I.believe 411.s approadh Can be fruitfully applied to other realms

o 'iocial behavior as ell Here I will speak in terms Of the developMent of

grammatidal rules ion childlood.

There are v#tious leVels .of evidence for rules, from less stringent to,.

. .

More stringent:' The Lmbiest sort of d/idence comes.from analysis of the f
. .

spontaneous speech of the child. One takes a corpus of speech and looks for

distributional regularitiee of various forms. Already at ,tbe primitivelevel

of twoword utterances one finds this sort of basic evidence for grammatipal

rules, for such utterarIces are not random or unstructuredjuxtapositions of

two words. In the,case of alpimber of 64ildren learning English (Braine, 1'963;
,

Miller andlrvin, 196-), as well aS a number of other n'ativelanguages.(Slobin,
. .. . -,

1 ,
. .

in press), one typically hnds twp classes of words. There is a small class

of what have been callepl,"pivot words".by Braine,pr "operators" by Miller and
\.r,

Ervin, apd a large, open Class of.words, many of wilich were previously pne.7..

word utterances. FOr example, a two-year-old child may say things like:

bandage on, blanket on, fik on, take n, and many other sentences,of-this type,
c._ . ,

The 'Word on.is a sOrt,of "pivot" here--it i's always in second position, and a
..._s. . ,
,. S.,

7 )



large collection pf words can be attached to it. The child may also cay things

like: allbne shoe, allgone vitamins, allgond oOtnide,.and allgonc pacifier'.

In this'case one can tay that there is a pivot in first,positioh--a1lgonc7-.

i'ihich 'is followed by a large 6lass of words in the child's speech.

This,.then, is the earliest sortof evidence for rules ontogenetiCally--

regularities of behavior. Already at this stageqf development, it'is impor-

tant to note that the child seems to be building idiosyncratic structures.

.

Many of his.utterances, although consistent!with his system, do'not directly

coFrespohd to adult utterances and do .not ldok like reduced imitations of

adult utteranCes. The pivot stage is.rich with ,charming'examples of such

childish utterances (Braine, 1963): allqbne sticky (after washing-hands),

allgone outside (said when door was shut;apparently meaning, "the outside is

all gone"),, more page (meaning, "d9n't Stibp reading"), %ore wet, more car

.(meaning, 'drive around some more"), Tone high (meaning, "there's more up
0 4

0 r

'-there"), there high (meaning, "it's uphthere"), other fix (meaning, "fix the

other one")'e, this do (meaning, "do this"). It is qtè unlikely that the child
1_

.

, 1

has ever heard utterances quite like:these. Rather it seem's that;'uOing the

limited todls he has, the child i aiready trying Co expres0 himself in his own.
fr

way, Producinknovel utterances within his systemt- He'seems to have,1). gramMai,-
?

Cal system of hi$ awn, which is, Aof course, based on what he has heard but:

which is a1,so not a Cect refleCtion of sentences he could have imitated from'
_ .

...

adult speech. I will return'lafer4to this ilportant question.of therrole of'

inthe child's lAanguage developillent.

Before leaving the two-Word stagey lp*ever, and this low-brder evidence for
7,

rules underlying the.child'd speech Cer.tHme note. that Vle child is Alrea0y usln$

langUage 41.1 iti most Univei.sal and bithically human Sense. ,Pivot constructions
4

-

n

,
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function to express the most elemental speech acts: the child spends.much of

his me neMing objeks or describing actions. Suject-predicate construetiOns
.

.i

can be discerned from the start. Both quantitative and qualitative modifica-

tionS appear early on. Thefe are imperatives, qUestions, assertionsand there

is always some foria of negation. In short,' the language,id Used to describe

'the Wofid and manipulate people. It already performs unique functions of

human ccimmunioation; functions which are not--by and 1arge--chaacteristic of

communication systems of oter-priMate'species.

A more stringent test .,or the existence/of rules is to look, for the e4cten-
'r-

t

i.

sicm of regularities to new instances. We have such evidence in the spontaneous
)

' speech of the child when h says things like "it breaked" or "two mouses." SuCh
_

examples of overgeneralizat' n of grammatical principles are rampant in the

speech of dhildren of all 1 uages studied developmentally. Jean Berko (1958)
. .

has created an explicit te'st *f children's ability to extend morphological rules

b ,

to new 'cases, and her methbdjecornmends itself developmental study of
.

.

other rule systems. She pr nts ohildren w and invites them to

apply their linguistic know dge to the use Ntetwords. For example, a

I
child is presenteri with a t..cture of a little Creature called a "wug," and then

1

is asked to name,a pictlIre owing two sUch creatures. If he says "two wIlgs"-.../

tuw wAgz/--one (14:s nlear eldente that he knaws how.to produce this particular

..!

'English plural ending, Since 110 has clearly never.heard the word "wug" before.
I

But there are evenimore'stringent tests--or definitions--of a rule. On

the next level one carAsk if the,child can detect:deviatiOns from regularity,

if.he can judge if a given construction is right or wrong. This normative ,

sense of rules is a later development in ontOgenesis, and corresponds to what

linguists refer to as,a.'"sense of grammaticality." Actually, there are several
4

levels of evidenge

1 9
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The first come's, again, from spontaneous speech. If a child stops and

corrects himself, this is evidence that he is comparing his speech with'some

standard of correct ss. He is monitoring it in regard tb.his,rules. Three-

. year-olds ara fr4uently heard io stop and correct themselves while speaking.

Copsider, for example,"the follawing bit of spontaneous talk of one of our

three-year-old girls in the Oakland ghetto:*

Rende d a . silly putty like me had . .

like I . . . jke I did . . .

Clearly, this child is applying.a sense of grammaticality to her speech. But

note that she.can only be comparing what. she says to her'own rules°
2
and.not

`.
v.>

to adult rules; while her, sense of rules is aiready..pormative, the norms are

of her awn form, for at another point she stops and corrects herself in the

following fashion:

Why . . . Why . . . Why"ducks have not . . . Why ducks have

A more difficult test of this sense of graMmaticality is to see if the

no hands?

child can detect ungrammaticalness in the speedh of others. At eame point,

children usually begin to correct each other (and their parents:).

The most difficult test of grammatical judgment is the,direct question.

The child tan.be asked if it is, for example, 'better': Or "more correct" to

say "two mouses" or "two mice." This'is ari'-extremely important type of data

for tfle linguist workind With adult informants. It is, however, an ability

late to develop in childhood, and, unfoitunately, af 1.4Ile Use in dealing

with.very young children. The frusirations resulting froM such attemPtS are,

aptly captured by the "pop go weasel effect" described by Roger B1n and

*All Oakland data cited in this paper were gut,hered by Claudia Mitchell,
Department of Anthropology, University of California, kerkelby, and are
to be cited with her consent.

. 0
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Ursula .Bellugi-Klima (Brown and Bellugi, 1964):

Interviewer: Nioy,r Adam, listen to what I say. Tell me which
IS bettef . . . some water or a water.

Adam (two years old): Poi) go weasel.

So far, tben, we have the following evidence-for rules. We,can be fair1,4

' sure that a child has some rule system if his production is tegular, if he ex- 4

tends these regularities to new instances, and if he can detecct deviations

1V
from regularity in his awn speech and the speech of others.. ThIs is generally

wAat psycholinguists mean when they speak of the child's learning, or forming,

or possession of linguistic rules. Note that I have left out the most strin-.

gent test for the existence of rulesl namely: Can the individual Stkt2 the

6enlisl..tile? As I po 1 nted out before, using this as evidence, ofCourse, we
i

would all fail the test. Since no complete and adequate grammar of English

hasIbeen written, in fact, none of us knows the rules of English according to

this criterion. We can follow them and use them implicitly, but we can state

them only rarely, imperfectly, and with uncertainty. Explicit statement of

rules is irrelevant to our concerns here and is probably an entirely different

-
-sort of behavior. As Silsan Ervin-Tripp has put it (Slobin, 1967, p. x):

.

--'-..-
. .

To qualicy Ets'A native speaker . . . one must learn . . .

mrules . ...: 414* is to say, of course, that one must-learn
to behave)as rhone knew the rules [my italics).

,..:
i IS'

'
,

In very roug h. r4,,the sorts of behavior I have.just listed consti-
.

. I .

;
, sip6i t

tute evidence tileiri!z! i t6Z,though one knew the rulas."
,.. :---. , .4

Developmen* .p4VdOIinguists in the United StateS have collected much

-evidence of th'
4. .

it, car1y 'indicating that at least middle class English--
' r .,,t,

speaking chiidren d4ve14110, discard, and reirle grammatical rulesystems, ulti-

mately arriving at iidult linguistic competence (see, for ex

..

ii
Bellugi and
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Brown, 1964; Smith and Miller, 1966). FUrthermnre, individual children go

through strikingly similar stages of development (Brown, Cazden, and Bell i

.

7
---___

inipress; Cazden, 1968, Klima and Bellugi, 1966). What little' informa ion we

have on 'cildren acquirplerother native languages suggests a universality of

. .

stages and processes of acquisition (Braine, in press; Slobin, 1966, in press ).

The thrust of theory and research in this field has been to emphasize univer-

sality and the existence of innate, biological determinants of such universality

(Lenneberg; 1967). Theory, however, far,outstrips data in this realm, and a
Or.

group of us at Berkeley have eMbarked on cross-cUltural research to filliin

4 same of the gaps in our knowledge of how children growing Up in different social

milieux acquire different native languages. The world provides us with a vast ,

array of "natural.experiments" in which linguistic structure, and social'itrUc-
.

tura are varied far beyond our ability to simulate them in any. artificial

situation.

Susan Ervin-Tripp, John Gumperz, and 1, together with graduate students .

in anthropology, linguistics; and psychology, have put together "A.Field'Manual

for Cross-Cultural Study of the Acquisition'of CommuniCative Competence (Slobin,

.41967). Some of our students have taken this field Manual to research sites

around the world,* and ve have just:Apent this peat summer in. a prelimin4ry

look at their findinga'., We are far from any definitive results at this point,

6

but we have already learned a good deal about the hazards and haf.dshiPs of

-4

* Jan Brukman worked with the lkoya, a Dravidian laoguage. tribe of India; Ben
Blount dwelt among the Luo of Kenya; Keith Kernan and Claudia Mitchell worked
tOgethfr in the Negro ghetto of Oakland, pilifbrnia, and then in America Samoal
Brian Strosp Studied Tzeltal-speaking.Mayan Indians in Chiapas, Mexico; an
Carolyn Wardrip stayed at home to study lower micidle class white children
Albany, California.

1 2
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controlled research in strange lands.. In this presentation'I Shall deal with

. '

but one bioad question,raised by these investigations: .Prom whom do children

learn'to'speak?

he careful work which has been.done in the United States on child lan-

guage-has assumed,,quite appropriately,'that the mother is the ma,lor source

of input to the child in his acquisition of his mother tongue. Even if the

child comes equippecic-"pre-programmed:' as it irere--with an elaborate "language

acquisition device," that. devicetill requires the sPeech input of a specific
r-

ianguage in order to arrive at the rules underlying that language: Linguists
a

have said relativelylEttle attention to th2 nature of the input, but the psy-.

cholinguists working with Roger Brown aj Harvard haVe.made significant dis-

coveries through the s4Day of mother-chila interaction (Brown, CaZden, nd

Bellugi, in press). On the basis of Brownj striking uccè, mre intructed

.

our fieldworkers to systematically record samples of mother-child interaction,

hoping therebygto obtain ample material.for grammatical analysis of language

development and speech input in awariety of languages. Mbst of our fieldworkere,

hbwever, r'eturned to tell us, that, in mpst.cases, mothers do not spend much ok
41e

their time speaking to children-and that the major input to the language adqui-,

sitioh device seems to be ,the speech of older children. rt,eeems that the

q41ated American middleGclasa hoMe, in whieha single mother spends long

stretches Of time alone-with her children, May be a relatiVely rare social.

situation in the world. This finding require6 us t.cegin to examine our.
IP a

notions of the necessary conditionavfor language.acguisifion.
.

. It, .

, .

. A . o 6 )

Amona our foreign samples, only the Mayans sound somewhat similar Yo our.
,r . .

American situation. Brian Stross reports (pertonal coMmunication):
.

_



In the Tenejapa parajes -edeh household is generally

isolated from other households in the vicinity by both
distance and by an often Iush garden of wild plants such
as fruit trees; grasses; etc. . . From birth to about
two years old the child is almost constantly with the
mother, wrapped in swaddling cloth till-about a year 'old,
and much of the time in the sash on the mother's back
which can be swung around to the front.for feeding. After
1- 1/2 to'2 years the child is allowed, to crawl within

close reach of the mother, inside the house, usually, but
up to j and even 4 years old the mother or some other
.female close relative will carry the child visiting, to
markkt, or anywhere else that is.more than-about 50 yeards
away: In any case up to the age of 4 or 5 _children of
both sexes receive most of their speech input from their
mothers.

The other field sitei are strikingly different. In Brukman says'of
0

the Kays. (personal communication):

The major sources of input 'po Koya kids.are over-
whelmingly-other children. Since mother and father are
always, working, older.siblings are charged with the ca
or younger sibs . . . and it is elder sisters that are

. mostly responsible for childten. . . . An elder sib can
be as young as 3 1/2 or 4 when she begins this job. the
takes the kid wherever she goes on her hip. . . . The
mother has effective control of the child whenever she
isn't busy, which is early in the morning, and from'the .

late afternoon onward. However, just as.there are usually
always sibs around, so are there surrogate mothers, and
mothers' sisters, husbands' sisters and wives, often are
functionally mothers. It would falsely simplify.the prob=
lem to tIlk about mother-child.relationships as a one-of-
a-kind enduring relationship where a group of people,
especially co-resident women and the lineage to which
they are attached, have certain "rights" in the child.
This, is a problem in all extended-household types of'
societies.

Keith Kernan reports a similar situation in Samoa, again- a society with

a

ektended family households. He summarizes (personal communication);

So the effect of the social struCtui:e upon the lin-
guistic input to the child is that no one adUlt female
servet as the linguibtic model for very.yOung children.as
is often,the case in American nuclear households. In ad-
dition other children serve as important sources of

14'

et

11.
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lingUistic input for the child from.the'time of. its ,birth'.
and after the child has rechedlge 2 1/2 years other
children arp mop important as. sources for linguistic in-,
put than aip adUlts.

Ben Blount's comments about the LILO of Kenya repeat the theme (perSi6bal

-communication):

After the age of 1, an older 6112lingi preferably a

girl between'the ages of 4-ll, will-be asacigned as a nurse-
maid for the child, and she gradually will take over ren
sponsibility for the ctild's welfare. The child's mother
will begin to re urn to her regular' work in the gardens; .7-4

'whish she must do or several hours every day, and by the
time a child is 2 1/2, the major source,of speech input
has shifted from his mother to.his nursemaid... . , The
nursetaid continues to be the major source of'apeech input
until the child is 3-3 1/2 at which time the peer group
becomes the most important source. 'Peer groups of.this

,. type are made up of ch.ildren in the age range of.3-7. . . .

From my observations, the speech input from adults aeems to
be quite.insignificant.during this period. . . .

inally, we have the same social situation close at hand, in the Negro.

ghetto of Oakland. According to Claudia Mitchell (personal.cOMmunigation):

, In general, with increasing size of family children
'spend greater portions of their time in'playgrOups with
other children who may be either sib,lings or the children
of neighbors. . . . Most of the conversation that I witr- ,

nessed between mothers and children took the form of re-
quests by children to mothers for basic needs to be taken
care of, or for disputes to be settled. Most of the speech
of mothers to children . . . took 'the form of imperatives
or such questions as Wh,ere are your shoes, Are you hungr',
etc. . . . The artificiality of mother to child conversation
beyond what has been mentioned is underscored by'many
mother's limitations in eliciting speech from their children
at the request of the investigator. Mothers were hard'put
to engage a child, in conveebation bpyond.naming games for
younger childien and requests for reporting about particular
events, such as What went on in nurseryeschool for older-.
children. In other words they suffered from many of the_
same limitations as the investigator who 'was unfamiliar with
the children and their attempts to engage their children in
conversation were for the most part abortive. .



13.
4

Though we have not yet analyzed the language developmeni of.the children

studied in these diverse groupdOt is the Ompression of the fieldworkers that

, .

they all appear to acquire language at a3normal rate and are clearly not

"linguistically dePrived." This is certainlY true of the Oakland children,

whom we have begun'to study in some detail. . Yet they are clearly not exposed

to What we take tcl be the standard language learninOlituation of our educated'.

middle class families. Perhaps, then, the role of speech input is merely to

provide 'a "data base" from which the child can form his awn notions.of the

structure of his language. I should like to expand this argument by examining

what we do know about,the role of mother's speech in middle class. American

households, compared with some suggestive.new findings about another English-

speaking cOmmunity--the Oakland Negro communitY studied by. Claudia Mitchell.

a

The most exhaustive and carefully analyzed data of mother-child interaction
. 4

0
and linguistic development are those of Roger Brawn and his co-wOrkers at

Harvard (B and Bellugi, 1464.;.Brown Cazden, and Bellugi, inkpress; Brawn

and Hanlon, 968; Caiden, 1968; Klima and Bellugi, 1966). Three children were

followed over number of years, beginning With the,earliest period of grammati-

cal development; eek1y or bi-weekly recording's were made in the children's

homes. Two f the families Were middle class intellectual; the third, 'from a
.

lawer income.envIronment, was selected as.a con.t5 st case:to the first two.

While the situation Was still one of mother-c d interaction, the third mother

Was less verbal--thouecno less warm--than the other two. in.two provOcative
1

recent papers (Brown, Cazden, and Bellugi, in press; Brown and Hanlbn, 1968),

Brown examines possible roles played by mother's speech in the process of lanT
,

. . .

guage acquisition.
_

One possible role of the mother is to indicate to the child when he has

talt

failed to communicate properly. As Brown puts it: "Do ill-forMed constructiOns`



/il

in child speech give way to well,"foriaed constructions because there

selection pressure in communication which favors the latter?" (Brown and

v,
is a

Hanlon', 1968, pp. 50-51). 'To answer-this question, Brown.loOked at the'

mother's rpsppnses to "primitive:: and to "well-formed" constructiOns uttered,

by the child and asked whethei- the response indicated.cbmwehensieon. or failUre
4

to comprehend the_child's meaning. Surprisingly, primitive and well-formed'

utteronces were understood equallY well by'the mothers. Brawn eNtclUdes:

an'general, the results provide no supporor the
notion that there is acommunicatiOn Tlreasure favoring
mature construction.

I.
-4.

Coding the transcriptions for communication, presSure
bne forms the-impression that the primitive flrms were.
understood perfectly well by adult inierlocutbra. imci: indeed
that they did not notice anything primitive 4 illjTorted .

about the constructions (Brown and Hanlon, 198, p. 55).

Ifinothers are insensitive to the grammaticality pf their thildran's

utterances, it would be difficult to maintain that child language develops as
..

a result/Of conscious tuition on the part of.mothers. '4:11awing thil.S'a'rgument

Brown looked at,cases in which a child's utterance was followed by 'an ekprehai6h
°C.

'

of approvalor disapproval on the part of the adult. Again:+there is bo eVi.;

i AP
e , . 0 . .

4 .

dence thatti, " ntal responses shape the.c4ld';'sense of grammaticality., In

Brown's cogent summary:

'4p

'

What circumstlinces did govern approval ald disapproval,/
directed at chIld'utterances by parents? Gross.errors of
word choice were sometimes corrected, as when Evesaid What
the guy idea. Once in a while, an error of pronunciation was'
noei.ced and corrected. Most commonly; however, the.grounds

0 on which an utterance was approved or disapproved . . were
not strictly linguistic at all. When Eve expressed' the .

opinion that her mother was a girl by saying,He a girl mother
answered Thates right. The chiXd's utterance was ungrammatital
but mother did not respond to,the fact; instead she responded
to the truth value Of the proposition the child intended to
express. In general the parents fii propositionsfto the cypd's

17
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*
utterances, however incomplete or distorted the utterance:3;
ahd.then apffipoved or not according to the correspondenee
between proposition and reality. Thus. HO curl my hair was
aPproved because mother was,: in fact., ctrling Eve'.s;hair

However, Sarah's grammatically iMpeccabie.ThereS the ani.mal
farr,..house vas disapproved;because,the buildingi Vas a light-

house and Adam"s Walt DiSneieomes on, On,TUeday Vas dis-
approved becilase Walt Disney cOmesphi onisome other day.
It seems; then, to be truth. vi4ue rather than.syntactic

well-formedness that chieflY7governs ekplicit verbal rein-
forcement by parents. Which renders midly paradoxical the
fact 'that the usual product;of -Such a.training schedule is

, an adult whose speech is 14gh1y grammatical but not notably
truthful (BroVn, Cazdeh, And Bellugi, in press, pp. 57-58).

The infrequency Ofadulteorraction of the grammatical formaf,child

speech is also repofted by our rieldworkefs. Jan Brukman states that "cer- -

thinly there is no evidence thatchildilen are ever corrected on matters of

grammar. . I would say that most off the corrections are on matters of

etiquette (likeiwear words)" (personal comMunication). Claudia Mitchell

makcts similar'observations for her Oakland sample:

Most of,the'corrections I observed by motherS to the
-group.under five focused oh speeCh etiquette rather than
grammar., For example, a child enters the room and fails
to greet the other adults present 'Can't you say hello"1' -

child interrupts a conversation "Wait until I am finishee
or "Say excuse me first"; child uses taboo word; child
fails to maintain a civIl tone whemSpeaking to mother;
child in'excitement uses speech whieh is'garbled,although

(Corrections!were also made.fbt'truth value.)
(personal commpnications)

In similar fashion, Keith Kernan reports: "I never'heard anyonecorpect a

child's speech ip Samoa with the exception of tiling a child not to use words

cOnsideret tovbe 'profane'" (personal communication).
,

'If 'adult respdfigb to child speech, then, doesnot seem to play'a signi-

ficant role in'grammatical deVelOpment, the peer group situ bns.round ir

/our field studies cannot be considered deficient in regard 0:this aspect'of

IX

18
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language acquisition. That is, the probable lack of explicit tuition by, other

.children is of es lfttle importance as a similar'lack in the case ofchildren

-

interacting, with adults.
,

Could it'be, however,'that mothers provide an esp'eefally rich or useful

A

sampIeof tlie'langUage for the child's formation bf grammatibal)rules? BrOwn

has examined the.frequency'of occu.trence of a wide variety of 6-ammatical forMS,

in the speech of the three Mothers in his study. there is obviously'
(

'great.difference in the frequency of ocurrence of variouS'forMs.in the'speech

4

of.a given mother, the striking fact is that the profile of frequencies is re-
.

markably similar for the three mothers. That is, "'there seems to be something
4

like a standard frequency profile for mother=to-hehild English" (Brown,,Cazdeny

and Bellugi, in press, p. 50). Furthermore, tliese frequency profiles tend to

be matched by the children, the more frequent forms emetging earlier inthe,

.child's language development. Brown reports:
ilk

We have examined frequencies on many levels, from-,major
sentences types all the*way down to the several alloMoriphsi
of be, and the story is always the same: rank order correla-
ti9ns among the mothers and between each motherand:her child

. .

ranging from .65 to .90 (Brown, Cazden, and BellusJ;, in ptess,
p. 49).

The more frequent forms also tend to 1-4e less complex in formal linguistic terms,

I.
so that the interrelated variables of frequency and Complexity cannot be easily

sorted out. But, at any rate, it seems clear that the'rchild is making selective

use of the input he receives, at'least to.the extent4hat he is brought to attend

more,t some forms than'others.

Perhaps in this regard--in respect to the froggenby profile of grammatical'

f --mothers provide preschoolers with a differentz,sort of inplit than that f -

provided by.oldet children. Are there any special grammatical charaCterfstics

19
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of the dat4baSe,provide

A.ihere this queStion cart b approached intourfield data is the Laliland saMplei.

There,ryOu will iemember a major sourbe:grf:input to the. pies5hooler'is'the
r 70''

6

17.

by Brown s "mother-to-child 4yig1ish"? The only.place

.speech of_slightly older hildren4---In Claudlia.Mitchall's data there, i,s'a re-

cording of:spontaneous ta between twol4e- girls, One. fouranci:a half years

old laila one five.. Pres ably this is a limit d example' of the sort o speech

.heard by a preschool chi in Oakland. Althbugh the sample iS small--328
,

. utterances fbr the yoang r child and 461 for the oldet--the data are highly

suggestive of a. provocative conclusion. The frequency profiles seem to match

those.reported by BrOwn for his'CaMbridge mothers. The frequencies are given

in Table 1; along with thope:for a Negro mother speaking to her two-year,-old
,

son. Compare these thx.'ee mfiles to ihe'following summary of Brown's profil,es:
'

Some ofthe, stable, inequalities one might have guessed:'
. active affirmative, deplarative sentences are much.more com-
mon than negatives 6r Yes-No interriogatives or Wh interrogatives;
and .wellformed pagsiliei are almost 'non-existent. Others are-

easy to understand,bat are not likely to have occurred to anyone
who has mit counted: the impersonal pronouns it, this, and that
as sentende subjectg almost always have their allomorph of bT(rs)
as verb, whereas the personal pronouns'1, Vou, he, etc., as stib- \
jects have a Main verb much more often than an allomorph of be;
nere questions are very much more frequent than When or How or
Wiry, questions; catenative semi-auxii...aries like wanna and gonna .

are much more frequent than the modal auxiltaries will or can,
and may and must are seldom heard; the progressive inflection -ingi
'is much more frequent than the regular past -ed, ahd irregular
pasts (e.g., ran, saw, did) are more frequent than regular pasts;
and so on (Brown, Cazden, and Bellugi, in press, Pp. 49-50).

Mqst of these trends,are reflected in.Table 1. Of course, the figures. given

6

there are only suggestive, and the list,of grammatical forms is as yet gross/and

.seenty. Yet these comparisons do suggest,that mother-to-child English may not

be strikingly different from child-to-child English. If this suggestion finds

f.urther'support, it may well be that Children, unisally, are eAposed to a

It 1k

2 0
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tia

.Special impliticd version of thc language of their community. The ,simplifica-
,

4
ticn y.eomc.dbout either

414

because the speech input comes froM otl) r%imm4ture

kers,arbecause,adults mage a special selection of gramm4tical forMs Whtn

peaking to c1yildren. .

EvidenCe for the lattdr auggestion coMes from Kerry Drach's analysis. of

further data from Oakland. The Negro mother represented in Table i was also

recorded in free conversation with another adult, hersister. prach compared

this woman's speech in the two'situations of speech to 144 young child and sppech

io an aault. On'every meaTsri-e there,were striking differences. ,The speech to,

thelthildiconsizted of short, complete, grammatical utterances, Vlile.that di-

redted to the adult was.long, rambling, complek, rapid, and frequently inter-
.

rupted by talse starts and hesitations. Tables 2a and 2b, from Dradh, present .'11

exaMples 'of utterances from the two, samples. The differences are strikingly
. s

apparent.

. The speech of the Cambridge Mothers, the Oakland mother, and the Oakland

children suggests that there is a general and universal way of simplifying

,
English': This simplification can be,cmaried out by the child mind or 15y the

adult-mind in shaping utterances'directed to the child. More broadly, it seema

probable that all children in the English-speakinf;.world go through universal

stages of childish English, divergihg only at some late point iehere Special

dialect feb.tUres emerge in their speech, Certainly, this is the impression we

have froM'a preliminary ana1ysis4af Claudia Mipchell's Oakland data. Consider,

for txample, the two columns of Table 3, where utterances of Oakland. and Cambridge

preschoolers are juxtaposed. In the absence of phonological and paralinguistic

cues, there isoo way to separate the children of the two speech cannunities,

11t41

F-thou& Table-2
,b indicates that the transcribed utterances of Oakland and Cambridge
,

4/*

adu1ti4Oech could,probably be distinguished.

2 1
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This curaory survey, then, would suggest that everywhere children'accluire

basid gramMsliCal

of social m4ieu or
,

.strictly,lingaistic competence wilish can be differentially shapedto carry out

com.petence int:hr.-first or six years of liferegardless
:

linguistic structure. Each 'child is equipPedswith a basic,

a varieiy of socio11nguistic-Ptnict4ods. The grammar of the language provides

the child with a range of.options for the eXpression u meaning, but, as Basil

Bernstein's thoughtful and provocative work has shown, the choice among-these

options is de4crmined by a complex variety of,social factors (Bernstein, in

.press; Hawkins, 1968; Hawkins and Turner, inpreparation; and elsewhere):, A

si,ngle example from Bernstein (1968) illuminates'this paint. ,The ,ftalowing two

stories.wr&,AJOth told by British children ip response to the identical picture

sequence. The children both possess basic linguistic competence in the formal

sense, but note the vast difference in the choice among means of expression,

Middle class. "Three' boys are playing football andbone boy
kicks the ball and.it goes-through the windaw .the ball
breaks the window and the boys are looking at it, and a-

man comes out and Shouts at them.. bec u e,they've broken
the window so'they run away and.then t lady loas out
of her window and she tells the boys of 1

(1.3 nouns,

6 pronouns)

Wo?king class. '"They're playing football and he 10.cks/r-r

it and it goes through there it breaks the window and
thelike looking at it and he eomes: out and ahouts at

then she looks'out and she tes them-off." .(2,nouns,

tnege because,theyve broken it so they,run away and
ll

prollouns)

Bernstein b's apelled otitL

:the tools of the sociogii

cultural

i.mplications of such differences.

4-

!.At.this'pOiht

ist arAteeded, 'At we get deeper into our cross- 1
research at Berkeley, we hope to bring the perspectives of the'poycho-

linguist and the sociolinguist closer together

those raided here. .

2 2

nexaminirng such questiong- as
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Table 1

Frequency of Occurrence of GrawnticalForms in the Speech
of Two Oakland iegro Children and an Oakland Negro Mother

Speaking to a, 26-Month-Old Child*

20.

rni13.tical form
I

tence types

affirmative '
declarative

-negative

yes/no,interfbgative

,wh interrog4iVe

passive

,

mpersonal pranoun + be
--r

loperS ron. + main verb

Frequency
Gir1_(4-1/2 yrs.) Girl (5 yrs.) Moner

97
, 165 79

31 53 4

19 13' 40

2 14 17

1 0 0

15

14

Personal:
..

er s . ...Pron: .-1; Dokai.p..V4rb 132
"4,41'1k". . -__

-,,... .,- ,,,,..,,'-?.. ...a-,,,,,,,,

4,4111hna ----.,. ...4-- 3 3 .. 5 ../

26 28,

9 0

5

153 84

19

gonha 7 2 9

will.

' can

may

must

where

'why

1194

when

3 '_iTh4 0

4

0

-ing

irregular past

3

0 0

11

. 1 0
a

0

2

1

, 3

13 26 ,

- 7
. ,.
34 PA . 2 : 9

15

?

-* Data gathered by ClaUdia Mitchell in Oa kland, Qiall.fornia.,

** There,were a few cases of,personal pronoun w 1.1 deletion of be: 3 cases
for each of the children and s7 for the mothere ,

*** Ima is a contraced form of I'm gonna, as in fina,hit..you.

2 3
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,Table -2a

:Sample of Adult-Adult Speech: Negro Woman ,

Speaking to Her Sister*.

An' then well now his father an' I are separated so

An' then I try, to do things with him,and for hitkan'
y'khow for thia.

But I can't, ylknaw, 'cause I can't put no man there
or nOthing.

-21.

he sees me mainly.

41 to, kinda make up

.1

'to be A. csyjnbol.for him

You can take a chil' froM.basical1y4-what you would call 'em--0..bad enyiro

church an' ttle Bibl tha
,

No, I really--I really believe that--that
good.

It 4:kves me pl certaireamount.of consolation which allaws me to relax mY min
and start,thnking intelligently an' putting my effdrts all' in one y'know rce
'goin' in one direction ratterithan y'knaw cbntinually feeling sorry or
yourself. '

It takes a little time.'

But they won't keep'him at school because he's too sick.-

I was on a inhalation series routine.
. I

We wen' aroun' from ward to ward.

/ People are--y'know, that get all this mucus in their chest.

An' it's very important to breathe properly an' to be able t cough this muscus
-up and out an' through your chest, ybknow as soon as possib

And w4zi couldn't dterilize the instruments, 'cause they wer plastic.

d

0,

* Tables 2a and 2b were prepared by Kerry Drach
Mi in Oakland, California: The data bel.
to be d with her consent. The same spea
and.2b

2 4

4

from data gat ered by Claudia /
to Claudia Mitchell and are/

is represe ed in Tables 1, 4,
./

z



Table 2b

Sample of Adult-Child Speech: Negro Woman
Speaking to 26-Month-Old Son

play a game wit' me.

anna p14 a game with me?

Come look at Mama's colorin' book.

You wanna see my coloring book?

Look at my coloring book.

Lookit, that's an Indian, huh

Is that an Indian?

Can you say Indian?

Talk to me.

Wetcha been doin' tod y?

What did you do to ay?

'Look at that.

That's a funny picture, huh?

Oh...Wheee...Look.

What'e,that?

And,that's a church, huh?

22.



Table 3

1
,

Utterarices of oalvdeand Cambridge Preschoolers*

Oakland

That's not no bathioam.
I'm not doing nothing.

-I don't get no whipping.
Nobody wasn't dcared.
Why bears can't talk?
Bu Renee or nobody wouldn't peel me

r6 kinda orange.
Why she won!t sit uP?

'Nobody-wouldn't help me.
IL don't have no suitcabe.
.Never I don't: get no whipping.

Cambridge

A
It wasn't no chicken.
I wasn't doing nothing.'
I don't want no milk.'
.But nobody wasn't gonna know,it.

.* Why I oan't.put them on?

Nobody won't recognize us.

Why we didn!.t?'
,

Why lett not workihg?
, No one-didn't-took iti '
It don't have no wings.
I never mon't-get it.

S.

-
.' .

4 The Oakland examples,come from Claudia Mitchell's data. The Cambridge examples,
are cited in Ursula,Bellugi's dissertation (1967); presumably, the account given

- Of the-development of negation applies-in most respects to the Oakland Negro_ __- , _ _ ........ .. _
children ad well. ' ,_....

-2 6
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Some,SUggestions for a Syntactic Characteriztition

of Baby-Talk Style .

0. Introduction...4'

Studies of bal:ty-talk styli done so far have felied largely on

a description of lexical items and semantic cStegories, intonation-

. al.contours And pitch patterns, io characterize adult-to-child

,,,apeech. Although such descriptions are, of coUrsem'to,the point,

they do(little tO explain the °syntactic "simplicity* which the na-.'

tive speaker of FinglSh feels instinctively to.tYpifY ba talk,, .

Ferguson, for instancem.deals main.:17.wiWthe possible ivrsals

4 f baby7talk phonology and ono'drawing on research done in six

1
languages. 1A3 general phonological characteristics, he cites the

predo ,of the reduplication of parts of words and entire words;

certain.prevalent Canonical tomb, CVC,CVCy, and CVCCV, whoae varia7

tion is. dependent, At'least in pari, on the canonicil forms of mor-

phemes in thecorresponding adult language; and the aelection of

more basic, eiMple kinds of.consonants, stops, and na;sals, in partic

3 1



ular, and a relatively small vowel inventory. is general lexical

Characteriatics,he cites a usual volume of ftentystive to sixty

words; And'the use.of body parts, basic qUalities, kin names and

.

picknatee, and the namea ofpursery gamps the categories most
.,

. . -
likely to have baby-talk wordein'theM.: ynder "grammatical char-

acteristics, Ferguson lis*only the ateence of ihflectional suf.

fixes, the preepnCe of a baby-talk affix; the use of words in dif-.

iteiient grammatical inactions, and, once again, the molt likely seman-

tic categories of baby-talk, as typical. Similarly; Casagrandt's-

study's:Vs baby-talk in.Comanche
2

covers much of this same phonolog-
4

ical and lexic0-semantic ground, supporting many'of Ferguson's sug.
r'

"Amsted general characteristics. All of khis, howevek,,does not

touch on the question_of whether or not some overall, empirically-

obserVable type of syntactic simplicity can be said'to exist in at

leaet one languagelt bah7-talk style. in 'spite Cxf.bertain inherent
101

.

:

1
-

and other'not-sorinherent problems and limitations both in the nature

of the data and &the methods used in the research, there were indi-

cations that such a syntactic specification ofbabp.talk style i8 in-

deed poasible.

The data used Was-the transcr#te of the adult-4o.7child'epeelh

in the records,of Adam, Eve, and Sarah. From early, middles:and late
N

Pants in these recOrds, two hours with approximately the sawnuther

of utterances.-were chosen fOr each child, giving a-total ofeighteen

hours of adult-to.pchild'speech analysed. One initiardifficulty, per-.

:baps of service-to future researchers in this.area, wie that, lor one'

of the children, the very first session's transcript was used ea repre-

3 2
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.sentative,ofthe early periodvcompared with the tire' later saMplesS

.it-appeared to have fartoo many complex sentences.and constructionsp

which will be shown to be more probable'in the later periode. Upon

claier examination and a little t.houghts it was decided.that these

occurrences were.mostly.due to the Child's tethers and the particUlar

cases-Capableof being interireted as Ostensibly addressed to one

.,/e
,

.

persons he child, but in reality for the benefit of another*, the ex- .

.'

.perimenter. For examples tbe mother at one time tiplains to the,child .

exactly who a certain friend is and wrWhe has moved; judging from the-'

child's previous questions in which he has brought up'the subject in'

the firit places he already knows theae facts, sO the mother EXT

be explaining tha baCiground of carte* events in the child's life

to the experimenter, who ahe fears will not understand the sense of

these utteranre otherWise.. Parallel casew.of indirect commanda.to

lowersietatus idulte through children are plentiful, as in the case of

one motilr, With whose child I am marking on i langUage-acquieition-

project and.who.peems to regard psycholtnguist is synonymous with maid%

Wip (to two-year-old child) Lisa, why-don't you take
- Carol to the kitchen-and show her where the
1 cups and saucers and the coffeepot ares so that

she caa make.us all some coffee?. 6,

r .

ln'speeéh intended primarily for the child, constructions of this cam-
9

pliiity and.sentences of thip lengtkare raze._ For the present study,

thens it more central sample session was chosen far the ea4y period; it

would have been interesting, though, to see just how.long overexplana-

'time or Wirect commands will continue Wore the.speaker assumies
6

that'his addressee has enough fimiliarity with the subject or *t his

^3 3 ,
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addressee ie close enough to him that he need no lanai' take precau.

tions of,elaborated syntax eider as an assurance of comprehension

or of deference,

Two analyses were used to gauge the relativeTsimplicity or com-

plexity of the data, one a.measure of the derivational cotplexity pf

the sentences, the other, a specification of the strict subclitegoriza-

tional frame in which t' verb or yerbs in,the sentence appear. The

model for the derivaiional . omplexity analysis was that used by Brown

ind Hanlon in !Derivational Complexiti-and Order or. Acquisition in

,Child Speech,",expanded tO include the wide range of complersentences

which was not present in.thespeech'of the children of Brown and Han-

lon stinabd,, but which did appear'in adult speech to those children:,

The Brown and Hanon scale is ordered according to the increasing

number of transformations, with ,a,:further degree an their scale indi-
a

'cating a more complei derivation for the sentence.. Their satle omits

passive and cOmplex sentencet for the eimple reafion that Adam, Eve, and

Sarah, did not use them: it is easy, haWeiter, to extend their method.

to rating_paseive sentencesvhowever, because of the many'possible

kinds of embeddings, conpinings, and deletions'ineiolved in the differ- ,

ent complex sentences used by the adults, a third parallel usage of

this scheme is not possible, and tie entire category of,,complex sen.

.tenCee will:hav?:to be. thought of'ae iomehow thore comple and involv-

separate kind of reorganization.than the simple sentended as a

whole The,basic typess.thensates fotlows:

1. Simple, active,,affirmative, declarative (SAAD)

"d(Ohn beats Mary."

3 4



2. Simple, active, affirmative, interrogative (Q)

"Nee John beat ifary?"
)*

\

3. Simpp, active, negative, interrogative (N)
y

"John doesn't beat Mary."

lo Simple, active, affirmatilml. declarativeit runcated (Tr)

"John does." 4 W

5. Simples.actives negative, interrogatiVe (NQ)

"Doesn't John beat Mary?"

6. Simple, active, affirmatie, interrogative, truncated

(TrQ)

"Does John?" (Also used as affirmative tag.)

7. Simple; active, negative, declarative truncated (TrN

"John doesn't."

8. SiMple, active, negative, interrogative, truncated

(TrNQ)

"Doesn't John?" (Also used as negative- tag.)"

A similar rotation-in these elots may be'imagined for.passive'sea.

.tences ...that is, a Simple, paSSive, affirmative, declarative (SFAD)

sentence, as represenied by "Mary is beaten by John," and so_forlih.

For the cftlexientencess.abbreviated CAAD, CAND, etc., a more 'gen-

eral notion of deriivational'complaxitymuit be used, 'Ss was mentioned-,

BroWkandNanlonlig cumulatilie derivational complexity scale must be

thought of as starting out with the'same basic entity, in the case of

all complex sentences, being.considered more complex only as it be.

comes a negative, an interrogative, or one of the other types af sen-
c

tences noted on the preceding page; mere the complex sentences them.

44,
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selves takenfrom the Point of view og their constituent sentences

rather"than as starting pointat of course, the pictilre =aid be a

rather different---and mUcb more complicited-r-one. Luckily for

the Nalidity of the study, however, the complex-sentence group as -

a whole turned out to be charecteristic of the later periods of
.

adult-to,child speech, and hence the simple.mersUe-complex dichotothy

is 4 suitable one here. For.a more_exhaustive study of exactly how

baby-talk style loses its syntactic simplicity, a precise statement

of the types of'embedding and cenjoining, and the varioUs nutbers of

transfoimations involved, would no doUbt be.valUable. The cumulative

derivational Complexity scale of the basic types of sentences, then,

which maybe extended in a like way for passives and, lindtedly so,

for complipc Sentences, is as follows:
4

SAO (Q ( 174, Tr% TrNQ 4 predictions

SAAD<N<NQ, TrN, TrNQ 4 predictions

SAAD.KTr cTrQ, TrN, TrNQ 4- predictions

SAAD < NQ cTrNQ 2 predictions

$AAD< TrQ < TrNQ 2 predictions

SAAD CTrN ç TrNQ 22 wedictiOns

SAAD<TrNQ 1 predictions

Here, the notation A <B :nouns that A is derivatiilly less complex

than B; the separation by commas means that the sentence types so
.

noted are not meant to be ordered relative to one another in thii writ-

ing; the listing givee each independent prediction only once ---eince

Q<NQ is gtven in the first line, it is not repeated in the'fourth;

*rszt
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the sentence.types are not completely ordered in term.of derive-

tional complexity, as thera is not an order for the pairs gland,N,,

Q and Pr, N and Tr; Q andjrN, N and Tr% Trend )01; NQ and TrQ,

NQ.and Tr% TrQ and Tel. This scheme of partial ordering is easily,

thought of by the follOwing overall representation:

Q NQ

SAO N TrQ Trn

Tr Tru,

Brown and Hanlon also bring out a caution in regard to the class of

simple sentenceeeimilar to that nedessary for the:oomRlex group:

namely,' that SAAD sentences are not uniform in the number of rules

required for their derivations, so.that-One may lave a single auxil-

iary, another two or three, still another may need complex selection

rules and transformations to accompliih.number agreement. Although

)

the Simple sentences are not ordered with respect to one another, the

Q, N, Tr, and other versions of any SAAD will all be more complex than

the original SAAD itself. Brown and Hanlon emphasize the-difficulty

of obtaining exact or even close counterparts in a naturalistic stuOy,

a problem which they believe somewhat justifies the classification

Of all simple sentences in a single group (and, in this study, the

classification of all complex sentences in'a similar group),

Since the findings of this studY, unlike that of Brown and Han-

lon, may halte important implications for the charge of "degenerate input"
4 arises as
that is often used to characterize adult-to-child speech, the question"

Ito_just what Part oftthe adults' speech was considered sentences proper,

and therefore coUnted age complete utterance and analyzed according tit)

"/



.the previous sCale-And, 'a cord to strict subcategorizax.xónal'

!rails, and *at part was c idered fragmental. 'in the'process.of
. .

, separating the comple oes from the sentence/fragments, these
,

fragments'were themse a classified, to see if.t.he IpgrammaticalityP

.of the adUltel degen ra e input'vhsPcaPable Of being eystematieed#

aome way. Vhe reayi of this'classiZication seem to shoi that, for.:

the majority of ce fragments addieseedfr the child, there are °

'.either regular s for sentence ellipsis t work in the utterance,

which have re d it aria which.the child 4uat meter as a vital pact f

/

of his comple knowledge af the laniue anywail or the sentence /

,fragment may e understood as ihe lo Cal.completion of ahOther,,per-,
4

-eon's ilent te, in anticipetion'or answereto a question),or as a

sentence ich repeats the child's previous utterance, and will hence

be fra tal or even ungrammati al for the Adult's grammar, but usual-

, ly co intent with 'the child's as when thee mother's option to expand

the hild's utterance'is not/ en.. The occurren6e of sentences which

(

///

._.

to be A:lasso:1-th' eithe. one of these categbries, and are really

grammatical by adult-g5 standards, are,,then, 4efikttely.in the

..-
mdnority, es shown by 4A table on the'next page. For the purposes of

/
this study,:....aentence Takmente of the:first t.Yep were nott analyzed

/
Although.:

according-to deriveopal comPleiity, as"these often omitted only a

subject and there/ included moat of the same derivAtional,informa-

/ /.

- iion as the,unab.reviated form, it VAS felt that a complete consideration

of the rules o/ellipels involved and the additional transformations

that were ne ssary-for those. rules best belonged.in a separate study.
3

Aientence fraiments of the first type were, however, classified for.
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Table' I. Complete Sentences versus Sentence ,

fragments.

""/, S-fra

9

-.", V.-Comae St
Hour 1: MO:, 53 5%'.

. EX:2t
2: moi 54% 55%.

, "'' . EX; 1% ..
,

Tye I Tyr II
1*5W 120% . 22% .

1.1%.. 1%
'45% 20.% 18%

1% 5%

1%

1%
Co%

1. Eailirrordsr
Total: 43.\- IIHOur
utterances

2. Middle recordelHow

Total: 522 ..
utteranpes

la MO: 56%
EX: ,5%

Hour 2: MO: 55%.
EX: 5%'

61%.

60%

39%
...___

40%

c18% .

1%

1119% ,

1%.

18%
1%

18% .

1% .

1% ..
0%
1%.--

...3. Late records:

TotS1: 487
Utterances '

How. 1: MO: 63%169%
EX: 6%

Hour 2: MO: 64%170%
,. EX: 14%.)

,

31%.

30%

12%
2%'

1.12% .

2%

..

14%
3%

15%
3%

-.
0%
0%
0%,

0%

-B. Speech of adulta to Eves 1 568'uttarances.

-.1. Early recordteEour
Total: 566
utterances

14410),.149% 51%,, EXI -2%
Hour 2: MO: la% 48%

EX: 1

49%

52%

(7%
4%

. 22%
5%

23% .
2%*

22%
2%

0%.
0%
I%
0%

2. Middle records
./ Total: 382
. utterances

Hour 11 MO: 57% 59%
.F1: 2%

Hour 2: MO:5... 62%
3, ,.

41%

38%

15%
2%

116%:

-16%-
7%

11%
6%

1%

0%
0%
0%

'

<It Late records:
Total: 620
utterances

Hour 1: MO:' 7 .. 72%
EX: 2%

Hour 2: mO: 68%3 73%
EX: 5%

'28%

-27%

2-.
2%

510%
t, 3%

13..
1% .

9% i

Is% .

..

0%
1%

::.0%
,

C . Speech 'of adtits to Sarah, 1,1417 utterances.
,

1.

, .,

Early records:
Total: 343
'Utterances.

Hour 1: Mg: 52%. 54%
EX: 2%

Hour 2: MO: 50rii 55%

EX: 5% )

46% 42o%
4 2%

65% f 22%
k. 4%

22%
2%

18%._

1% ,

0%

0%
- 0%

0%

.

,=
Middle recoixis

Total: 498
utterances

cHour 1: MO: 55%1 57%
Ex: 2% ,,,

HOWL 2: MO: 54%1 57%
EX: 3%)

43% [17%
, 8%

43% f 16%
6%

, 5.4.' .

, 1%
20%

1%

,
'1'

.. 2%
0%

0%
0%

.

.3.
,

Late records:
Total: 576
utterances

Hour 1: MO: 58462%
EX: 4%

Hour 2: MO: 5 59%
EX: 9%

38% {35%
2%

41% (20%'
4%

19%
2%

15%
2%

, 0%

0%
0%
0%

t.
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.the. strict subcategorizational frame in which the verb appeared,

the fragaients of this:type sometimes conveying just the lame infor-

Mation,:about the verb as anabbreViated form, of coursev when appli-
..,.

\ cable to the secong type of fragments, which was not iS often the' catie,

the same4ationale holds.

'The syetem of ,strict anbcategorizatien or-verbs is bas?cally that

5
of. Chomskyis Aspecjo of a Theory of Synta, armodified by 'Cavan in

"Some Notes on Strict Subcategorization." As wider familiarity eith

methode of strict Subcategorizational notation than with Broeu and

Hanlonte cumulative deriva,ti,onal complexity scale ie assumed, examples
. .

,,,),.,.:
1 ` ..,-,,,- ..

of the frames will-,not'be given. 7

..,.

W-'..--
A definite 'limitation to this study is that no natural ad4t-to4 ,

..

adult apeech_is available for a comparison with the adult-to...Child

cords. T1 4 syntactical complexiti.Of the later transcripts relative to

ttie earliir ones is, some indkcation that baby-talk style .is probably

it work in the earlier reco ,which eh** an unnaturally large number

of simple sentences_,(the.way in yhich these simple sentences can be con-

sidered to mark -baby-ta* style will biLcliecussed later). BesiiiCe this,

a thousand-word4sample from the Soskin And John transcripts used for

"The Studi, of Spcintaneou3 Zal,k7 was sUbjeoied to the aim° analyses of

4e4vational complexity and,;strict subcategorizational frame'61:;the verb.

, The results of this gip-4'07i*on the next pag4 and it is hoped' :Ufa'

will help somewhat to remedy the deficiency.

A final point to be made is that the transcripts analyzed here iron

the records of the adults working with A4a,m, Eve, anci-,Sarah, are repre

sentative of only one -sub-style of babyta..1.1c style,. All the samtome

40
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Table II. Syntactic apalysei of Soskia and John -

.transcripta.

TabAe II.A. Complete sentencei.versus Sentence fragments.

t Complete Ss t 8- rarmen

.; .4 71%
.

'
.. . . .

Tyve I Type II type III

.
5.

. , la .'''

0-

,
(IN," Table Derivational 'comptexity analysis.

, name be
1. SAAii 39%

9 16% '

.Cotaplex Ss
CAM, . 11%

,4fts;

(In Table ILA '4 the three typer- or sentence-fra gments again 'refer, ,

;z-,,:t4!,, the des criptiOn :on "pa ge.8; There WI first type is defined Ags
L!, repetition of 'the:. child!s. utterande there) for the adult, interaction
li the .Acskin ,and if*, the fUnction that these repetitions serve ..i"or .;,.".'

tlittielOat,Oni ' exPatie*i.0, .Pr..r.0846.111'19.e. 1:9'413Pirent3 ir'.41TA,_ 080
bat4tn.g' 'ohanneX dAfificUltiii. ouChs'as""e`100ARA:4P0eflt:-..0ChOar

problem:4., :J.toe tholiatind.word,.sample:,/90.-toaken'...froM;puit:fittoriod:: .en ,..

;Utz anct:oerfoie,* taking with.:440,1jOid 1$en.. An exactiWparillel. bitfki.

4.1.on to.,,t,haf..or the '.)Iother aa4.41apiftmenter tiligg 'tO elioit alSeech , ..
froWtheilihil0 couldno)..or',..:,14Oate*il be obtainedt hopefully, hovIver.,'
tkie: -erstitti'on hetWeeie adbitA 'in in. informal sociarsettingto ./1 . ,

"1 than thee very abbreviated _Uttiirancesttised betbe q
Is , are oh familiar termS,with, orie another,- as -sh byy as!

e,.3.,
,
s and Jock use whea they .ar'e. one 4.1 .,. .t.; , ° . -t ,:. .

., 4 ;0,
. s vi: , 0.. .. , ....;,i .I

d! As .'.'1,,. . , '4

74t'

tI4Os:
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-Table II.. Sttict subcategorizational analyuis.

Franit 'I -Fvec(v&ystj .
.1

-
lo

4

,

.
::.

2. . 10 /
. .

.114°..

.
"N.... PN(Fita424 .

: .

,-...e.-... "7N
_-:-.1.ike pri

.

,.
,.

,

6.

T. .-',NP 304

.

' e"-
8. .'

r, NP Man

,

..

94t, NP PP :: 15% .

- -... ,----"...,:

10. NP
_. ..

.......

/ .--4.:i
.11 NP .(4-4/',,,

P.Nei,7)07.,',
..

. ,

,
........,

12. (that) SI
..,.--.,...

^ /----
13. Man (that) ;.5%

.

.
.

. ...,,

_

12

AkThWanalysis of the frames
'41-which verbs appeared is not
Meant to represent the overall
length of the sentence, of .

courses:but simply to,record
the obligatortframe in which
the verb used'must fit. Prom
uverely looking at the percen-
tageó given, here, there does
not seem to be that much differ-
ence between these figures and
these of the early stages:of
adult.4o-child speech. In this
adultaito-adult speeth,'however,
the frequency of added, option-,

'4,11constituentsanother Mj
Pip,'Man, relative:clause,
so forth-,..wa8-- 71%;,:thieligtd*
ill not unlike the frequeney for
the 106:11tages of adult-to-child
simeechi:butpresents,a definite'
contratt-to the early Staple, as

it wilLbe shown.)

ed?
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from, a,Ongle-situatrohyln which the main function of the adultsl
.

.

speecti.tO the child ie to produce action, verbal remponse,-or prooie.

of comprehension in the child. Othereub-etyles are possible: ohs
. .

w
)ould be speech to the hild that is part Of ah expressive.excogita-,

tive iohtine on the part of the adult, where there is no intent-to,'

evoke a particular response or any *Sponse from the child.

An example of this yrould be the mother who uses the presence of.'her

child as an excuSe to verhalize her thoughts while going about her
t

daily routine.. Another type would be that variety of7speetkmsed

when the child is the audience,, where the speaker.i talking to some-

one else primarily. If samples or all three of:these sub-styles of

baby-talk were-analyzed,,perhape there might be evidence of a stylis-

- .

tic breakdown, and theadult's speech in the secOnd and third types 1

4.
, t .

mentioned might have fewer of thoee characteristics'that will be.-

seen tobe representative of the first type, aceOrding to the present

" data. J1'4

1. Syntactic analyses.

1.1. .Terivational coMplexity.

The anaiislo of the relative deriVatiohal compleXity.of the earliest to

the latest speedh.samples taken for the adulta*orking with Adami 'Eve,

and Sarah, suggest that the childislinguistic sophistication may,b6 a

cue for the adulttonusa a eentence marked by a6"baby-talk" degree of

complexity or to WO a sentence. whoge complexity:is More characteristic

of adult-to-adult speech. The folloiring tablls show that, early in the 7

records of'ill three children, the predominant sentence...types were the

(KN.,

,

..
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Table III. Derivational complexity analyses for Adam, Eve, and.Sarah.

Table M.A. Derivational complexitY analysis for Adam.

(Ivrtwo.hourstrOm early.period averaged .together; IIrtwo
hours frchl middle .period, IIItwo hou'is from late period.)

,.. 'Simple AS Passive Ss

1. SAAD 7% 39VB% _1, SPAD .5%. 0%.

I_I

2.,Q 25% 22% '20% 2. . Q .5% 0%

'_

3. N 18%. 11% 15%- ,,N 0% o%
,

2% 1% 1% tr 9% 0%

5. TrN. 0% 0% ;,o% , S. Tx 0%,.

6.TrQ 5% 4% 6:..1;(,) :0% 0%,"
,

7.TN 0% 0% '0%. 7. 104 0% 0%

8, .N9 1% 8, N9 :0% 0%

.. 9. TrNQ 0% 0% 0% 9. Tr$ 40% ,..O%

10.. TgNQ 1% 1%' 1%
J

10. TgNQ 0% 0%.

Totals: 76%

Table III.B. Derivational cOmplexity analysis for.Eve.

1% .

9

Simple Ss . Passive Ss

1.SAAD

Q

.3, N

4. Tr

5. TrN

6.TrQ

7 T.gQ

NQ
,

9. TrN9

TgNQ,

h8%

31% 25% 26%

13% 10% 14%

1% 1% '0%

0% .0% 5%

2% i% .5%

, 0% 0% 0%

1% ,.5%

9% °% 31 a%

..5% 1% 'V%

.

I:SPAD

2, Q

3. N

4. Tr

0%

.5%

0%

TrN 0%

6. TrQ 9%

7.TgQ 0%

,B. NQ .5%

9.' TiNQ ..0%

10: fe1Q 0%

. Totals: '96% 85% 6.5% 4 4

t
IM
uk

0%

0%.

0%

Complex Ss

1. eAAD

2., Q 2%

3. N 2%

4. Tr

6%

.8% ,2

0% # 5. TrN . 0% 0% Oj

0% 6. TiQ '0% 0% l

,g% -7. Te4

0% 8. NQ.".r. 0%

0% 9. TrNQ

-0%.* 10, TgNQ . 0% '0%

5% 214% 3.5

I HI. ;
Complex Sa

I. fl n:
0%

0%

0%

p%.:

0%

1.CAAD

2. Q

. 3.. N

Isy Tr 0%

71

o% co

0% 0% era

0% .5% 6.; Trg

0% 0% 7: TgC1 '0%0.4

0% 8. NQ 0% 0%

0% 0% 9. TrNQ '0%

0% 0% -10. TgNQ

0%
.3% 15% 25,



Table Derivational comp1exityia1yIs for sarib.

Simple Zs

I II iii

1. SAM)* 52% 49% 49%

2. Q 22% 32% 35%'

3.'N .15%.' 7% 5%

-Tr ..2% 1% I%

5. Tri 0% .St% 0%

6. TrQ 1% 1% I 0%

7. TgQ 0%

8. NQ ,

1% 0%

cr% .
9. TrNQ o%

10. TgNQ 1%

Totals: 94%

1% 0%

92% 90%

II III.

1. SPAD 0% .5% 1%

2. Q 0% 0% 0%

3. N 0% 5%-
0%

4. Tr 0% 0% 0%

5. TrN 0% O.% 0%

6. TrQ 0% 0% 0%

7. Tel 0%

8. NQ .0% °%' 0%

9. TrNQ 0% 0%, 0%

10. TgNQ(0%

0% 1% 1%

""

Complex $8

II III

1. CAAD 5%,

2. Q .0%

3. 'N. 3.%`"

4. Tr 0%

5. TiN 0%

'rrQ. 0%

=7. TgQ 0%

8. NQ 0%

9...TrNQ 0%.

10. TM 0%,

.1% 3%

:1% 2%

.;:0% 0%

0%

0% 0%

:0%. 0%

...4% 0%

' 0%. . 0%

.0%
0% ,
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SAAD, MAD, and SAAQ, with very few occurrences of passive or cos.'

plektypes.' In the later records of Adam and.Eve, hOWever, there is

a marked rise in the complex sentence-types, the percentage climbing . .

toward a figure more typical for the adult-to-adult epeech) .at this

later period, both Aaam d Eve themselves were becohingable te.take.

moreinvolied sentenc ...thbughs it muet,be pointed.out, not the,same

'-complicated varieties that the adults began using with them. In the

later records of fkmo, on the contrary, the.rise io complex sentences-

is slight compared, to .the....other twovSarah,,hy:the final period, hadH..i

n4 achieved:a .measure of lingoiatic.sOphistiCation equal to thatoof

Adam and Eve.. If, therefore, the-adult speaker does gradually *meas.
. .

.

the deriVatiOnaVOomplexity of the sentences in his.speechs\as this
. .

. . .

_ .

° study shows he pee and if the impetus for this .ctange is to,gauge ther

-

'linguistic abilities of the child with whom he is talking
s
ag:this study

(Also demonstrates, then the adult speaherteoonCeption,ofifhaVcOnsti.,..

tiites "aimplicity" or!!complexityi(Weehs toba'at.verianCe with whatC
.

the child's OmMear, as defined Whis ahilities, show.to be simplicity

deomplexi*...,, The spur for the adult's- use of sentences character.-
4.1

,

istic of.addlt=iteadult donVersation, in ithich terhs of'derivatiom-
.

cceplexity). the hielaOCcurrenee of..:COmplexsentenced is the most strih.

ing difference from the early adult-to.child,speech, is ppt the produc-.

tiori,of.those same compaex sentences by the child, but rattier other deveIsi.

t)

opments in the child's linguistic capabilities.: For Adam and Eve, the
, /

Brown and HanlOn papmi reports ihat, at the period when these later

epeeeh samples were taken, the,two:children had acq.uired the following

46
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abilities: Adam had progressed from an absence of N,Q,Tr, TrN, TrQ,

NIQ, and TrNQ sentence-types, to a middle periOd with examples of.Ni..Q,

aneTA but noneof theother above-mentioned, .tea finaletage. with

representatives for'all Ofrthem; Eve had progreesed from an initial

period, with, of.the above,seven types, Only Q.and Tr examples, to A

middle 'period 'ail these plus N, TrN, and TrQ, to a final periodwith
.

all seven represented. "Sarah-,'* contrastOad nohe.of the seven.,typw:i

at the outset, ahd by'the;,middle etage had acquired only the N; by the'

final peribdu.She had acquired the N, Q, Tr, and TrN, but not the

NQ, and TrNQ types., The adults' response te the emergence of thie'
1

increasingjihguistic sophistipation in the children, when..there'is an

increase, then, is° not:a reeponsein kind--7more of the.types of con-
.

etructions which.the children hid newly beeome,capable ofprOdncinik

as one n;ightexpect if baby-talk syntax were in fact an a8Ourate repro-'

duction.of the child's own 6yntax.mbut rather a respohse Whibh begins
. ,

to treat,the child as a linguistic or stylistic equal, ueittginore syn..

tactically complex sentences which haVe been shown to be tyPloal. Of

adult-to-adultjspeech.

A
1.2. Strictsubcategorization.

The strict subcategorizational anaiisie was used at first in the

chope of devising a Way to spetify the mostlikely:verb'framWin,baby-.
...

talk syntax, which'it Was thought woUld be somehow simpIer---that'Ass'
and-:

a' high occurrence-of
,

NP, fonP, . This:turned out t9

be true, as the following tables will Shawl. howeyer, the percentages

i-Tor the occurrence of thew:1.1'14ms are not treatly differentirom those

of the adult-to-adult speech recerded by Soskin and,John---the similar-



1.

Table IV. Strict, subcategbrizational analysis.

3

14.

Ad-am
'I II

8% 6% 11%

. Eve SaithI i ru I n In
5%

9% 5% 10% 5% 1%

6% 3% 1%

Adj 3% 5% 2% 5% 14% 5% 2% 1%

6% a% 20% 29 % 25% N19% 15% a8% 40%

5. Like 15N % 0% 1% 0.% 0% 0%

6. PP 5% . 14% .3%

NP 5% 143% 29% I'M 39% 32%

NP Mat 1%t., 14% 0% 2%

NP PP.,

2% 0% 3/

g% 3% 2%

la% 1416 49% .

10. P NP 5% -, -1% 7% 6%

NP (of 0% 0% 0% 0%
.

-.0-
r

pet N) SI

(that) s 0% , .5% 11% ,Q34% VA 16%

13..Man (tha ) 0% 0% 2% _ 0% bi Qs%

3.11

5%.

9Itt

9%

Mr and riCeir
vnacUe
WirviA4s)
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ity'between the adUlt-to-aduli speech anerthe last,stage Of baby-talk

is egret: ally striking, since this lapt stage has more oethe complex- ,

sentences ch also characterize adult-to-adult speech. 'The three
.

filhes mentioned above seem simply to be those pestjrequent in con-

versation for adult ppeech, regardleds of the age of the addressee; the

only difference is in the.nbckeror.optionaleenBtittents which .the.

Breaker cbooses after he has satisfied the Cbligatory reciUirements of

the frame. At ,first glance, this. might'seem4O:be mer..ely a-restraint,

en:,thekliess length of the sentence in adult-to-child speedh: it has

.been pointed out, *wever,' that:not just ankshort sentence will be
4

'likely to occur in the ftret stages of±bAby=talk. Even in the eaiiiest

samples, there wereexaMples oil:J.41e sentences:using corkatenation,

for instance, that were'.:much longer than-the mere-frequent complex Ben-

tence04 the last stage. As well .as this: condition on the type of Ben- ,,

tende:whiCh will be Preferred, simple or complex, there Will also be a
-

restriction on.the amount. Of,rextrall semantic information (in the ferm

of modifying prepositional phraSesr extra manneradVirbials, and so on).

that the speaker of baby-talk will-we. JA4Amewhat reminiacent.

Of the telegraphic utterances,that.childrenbegLhitheir languagewith,
,

and of the iere general and (to the.adult),ambiguitus.semantiC 'range of
.t

the thildls. lexiCOns.,Which Often results in Behtences. Which seem, by

'the'standards of.the adult grammar and adu/t-tLault cOnvereatiOnal

Style, to.be boiled down to theibare essentials:. Such is in filet the

'case asfur cethe verb phrase is concerned: .besided avoiding the

additional embeddingaand.conjoinings'Of complex sentence strOCture,

4' : .

the firequency.of aOded constituents not obligatork to the frame et

tle verb phrase.was only 19% for the early dtage for Adam, 22% for the
:

4 9



1,
SAM stage for Eve, and 18% for Sarah; 33% foithe next stage fOr Adams

29%. for Eve, and 30% fOr Sarah; 59% for the last 'stage for Adam, la% for

'

Eve, andL,324% for Sarah (lower thenc_the other twO, by the wity)as.Oom-
,

pared with a 77% frequency.fOr the adultrto-adult interaction',reCorded

by Soskin'and. John. There is, then, apparently a process through which

the adult changes his style of speechs.to the child which.can be partial+

1:y characterized-by ttie increasing amounti'of uextran semantid information-
,

in the form_pf Certain key categoty symbols (PP, Mang:Adj) he uses to the

child; the frequency of this "extra" information will increase gradually

untilhit begrns. to approximate theaauit-to-adult usage. "The somewhat

delayed frequencies for Sarah siggest that thiS characteristia subcate-

gorizational simplicity may, as,.was the dertintdopal siinplibitY, be cued

by. the relative sophistication of the child/ft oWn grammat.

P'1,
%

a
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Prior to the advent,of transformational linguistics and its suhsequent,
impact on psycholnica1 eati,44iono.n 1,anguage behavior, American psycho-
lxigists in'generatribed:Airim4yiMpPrtance to the role of paental lan-

Ytgdagea0d OtherlingUistic input i* the child's language learning process.
- In.:particular, learning.theorists.#te#9ted to explain the acquisit4on pror.

cess.in 'terms.of various S-R paradims adult speech serves
MOdel fot the child tO imitate On1hrbqb a gradual process of c altiOn-'
ing,, based mostly on imitation of pai.ØItal sP01.,_could the-child learn:to

espeak. ,

...-
. Many psycholinguists are currently turning to tranaforMational linguistic

theory for further insight into the problem of'language acquisition. ,A13y1-:
prodUct of this shift in theoretical models has been emphapis On language,as
a species speCific behavioral pattern for which the human riptyoUs system is
pre-p'ogrammed to learn (Lenneberg, 1967). Such researcherOiow feel that
som aspects of linguistic structure, the so-called langUageUniversals, are
iicnitely represented in the structure and functioning,0Xt*huMan nervous-a
systemsnd the Articulatory apparatus.For,instnceit:hasbeen hypothesized
that.. all notmalchildren are born with.:0.407:Wie:preaen0d,universal base
coMPOnent.grammar Common to all.nat4ral4arigu4ges. ThlitneW-tborn infant has
k)nlyit b. diacOVer:th6setranaforitotli.anal--iUles necesaary to maR the output of
'his base component4n6 the'aurtace structure of the'language whichbe is
learning. -

. This theoretical position haA resulted in a viewtadically different from ,

that of.the learning theorists rewdini the role,of parental input in the child's
language acquisition. Indeed, some (cf. Lenneberg, 1967) have suggestedAhat
only a minimum of langUage input from the environment is necessary .fatthe child's
normal linguistic development. Although McNeill (1966) agrees thatjparenta1.14*
guage "serves the function of helping a:Child to choose among I nagrOF set of
possibilities defined by the linguistic universals% he seems to limit the spe-,-.
cific role of parentalorkngu4d to the child in order to highlight thejwprtance
of what he galled LAD, the language acqufsitipn crevice, physiologicatteitent:
at birth, thus no surprise that McNeill continued: "...the spekh4:.
adults from which a 'child discovers the 16cally appropriate manisfest400 of ,

the linguistic universals is a completely random, haphazard.sample, id'ho way
contrived to 1.netruct a child'on grammar." 'If it,i1 true that parental speech

. -to Young children is a "completely random, haphazard sample" of adult apeech
in general, thenra great deal of language specific structure must be attribut4

. to the newrborn Inman nervous system. , '

v

The question beinggraised here is whether or not parental linguistic input
,

.4-to rile chil4 really is such a random sampling of adult 'speech in general. I

becaMe interested in thia problem:along with.,two colleagues.at the University,
of Michigan, Walter Hull and Barbara Coffman: It seemed tOua':that adult speech .
to children is 'quite.diftetent from adult speech Coothegladults,.but a aurvey:[.
Of the literature on thia'topic revea1.00:-few.studies concerning linguiaric'f''.

rtput tothe child other thanAiome.anihrophological studleaconcentrating-an ....Ag.,
baby-talk lexicOn (cf*. Ferguson, 1964)' and some studies on prosody in parental'
speech (Ohnesorg, 1959,,1966). But-we.found.1167.413ystematic genetal linguistic
comparisons of adult speeth to, children withthe,same adults' speech to other ,

adults.' Only such a comparison cantradequate4:the questionof whether

;',
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or notuther'e;is a sliecific style of ',speech' used ,kiheif speaking,' tblriung.,chh-, "
,- . ., . $, tl .

dren 'learning to talk. Thus, Ve .propoSed'a grogram b.f.,research in 'which pareq,-
taI speech toachildren would he stufted-lOngittudiiiigly'ag,the Cliilszt acquires
language. This'speech would at eyery stOge,beAtompark&-with: speech :from e

:same parents with'other adults in.brder toi.see ileki,thereare syste0a4c dif= ,

vvjefpnces that change as,. the child,becOmet*Iporet aat More dompetent,linguisticaW
'In addltion;,:we felt that such a YeseacCh Rrogram must Study.fabilkes of sill-

.

_mp ferent'saCio7economic and culturalabackgrouWilvder to establiatlany4bser4e
W.' differencea in. Structure are a. gendraltO? 01:4 lert idiosyncratic phepomenon.f .41

,.... , .
.. ;. 1.'' ,4°

. .
.

Many language parameters are.ofYinterest here: The.ones whisp shall:_he
discussed Ln this. paper are utterance lengt4 Oate of,speech,'leitiCal var 17f" l'

.. ..

bility andsyntacticatructure-P4soliitAdoesalgot exhaust.all'poestbly.
I

.relev ?parameters. :In particu/afrosody (intonation and stRpss) sbould '0 _

be stu fL However, no atteMpt:..qas made in this pilOt study to *do;So.: .. -..
. . ''

. .

- . . .

The work that I at reporting'-here iseas just said, a,pilOt study in whidh
the speech of one mother to her 26 month oldAtA0 Was Comparpd to ihe speecho.
this same woman to two other women. I have .144orking. onthese spee4 saMPle
withBen KObashigawa, also 4 the%Universitil:;. 4;*chigan. .The aspects vf.input

.

structure which he has been.studying, namely, i'etitions 'in the' mother's: speeb'
.

to the child, will be reported ih a sdparate palier. .. .,',4p

0:
The reader shouldkeep in mind that the Le's ts preisAnted'in.this paper

,

are only pilot r'esults Although the differense_ observed between the two 1

speech samples are c6MPelling, theanalysis of one womaill's apeeeh'fFom,onek/'
type-Of cultural andsocio-economic background'i not sUfficientto. allow
general statements about'differenceS'etween Parental speh,iO'chIldren and
normal adult-adult speech. In additan,,,throughobt thej011owing'drScusSion,,
it is assumed that the sample of adultzadult Speeth hringtetna. ed IS repre-

W tsentative of this oman's,normal adult-adult speeCh. The que ron al what is 7

normal adult-adult speech is nOt'siMple to-'answer. The.woManeder'study l'iere,
for instance, might speak in. thp mannerlobserved in the adult4dult sample,
only when speaking to the two qther women recorded. .S.he may speak in a i.

ompletely different style when at tork, or when speaking with her'close rela-
tives, etc. . Both of these problehis limit severelythe possibility, to drbaw
conclusion0-from the data presented-

,
.

MOteriels an0 PrelimLOMethod

. !The two samples of taped speech analyzed in this, study 114-e.colle ted
by Claudia MitChell (Berkeley). Both contain sibsiantial saulples of speech'
from a black woman residing in Oakland, CalifOrnia. In the'adu,lt-Lchild -(A-C)

sample this woman is speaking with her '26 month oldvson. In'the,first part
of the recording session, the mother attempted teelicit aSet.of sentences
from the child. This, pain of th'e tape was not uSed; only.free'sdnverS'ational
data were analyzed. In the adult-adult'(A-0), saMple the same Wománys recorde
in an informal'conversation with Claudta Mitchell and anOther.Woman.about jobs,
religion, household concerns, finances, etc. No. attempeWas mad.e. to analyze di

speech of the child In the A-C sample or of the.other two worden in theA-A samp



,
. After tranbc:rih' Ar, the tapes, it 'was neCestary, to .divide'the,Anotherts

speech into separate utterances to enabte...lingnistic analysis pis. wap .a,, . ,

straightfbrward task for the A-C Sample, s".ince mOst..of. tbe sPeeciAtrings. there;'
..were shOrt, preceded and followed by subStantial. paUaes,. indeed, usnally pr07.,.

,, .. . ,

. ceded iind followed by short utterances, frOm die.- child, 16 thelf,g-A.,samp4e, .

,-. however, 'the task of segmentation was 'cOnsiderably more difficult.... Terminal..... . .., .. . .. ...... . .. ,ihtonation.. contours ,*. for instance, were not always .,a ,reliab it* guide .to,.. otter- :
.ance eginegq.ation sArkceo frequently :two or mOre:filllY. 4itelop0. strirts.-wore :
congatenatea one after the other ut iiig:-the'fnims2"andr!.or "nri!. al, conneCtOrs..
all tnder One intonation cOntour. 4n addition,.'fatI*6 :ptarls wete,hiOhly-.

1,

quent in the A-A sample (Mit almost .non,exietaiit In bie 44 'sampie :,) , which
made segmenitation even more difficUlt FinalAy!.; tfiere wkW of ten_lonePausee
Wi thin, ..9,,-iingd; at. pleces5.)which did not 1.eeto. tb, Mark.ssentce,bciundariesaCall. f,

Therefote;At was decided to 'use three,ringuip:tic markers tol?discriminate -°-
ftterarice boundaries i final intonation. Ofantour., the connectors "anci".'ot "or". , 4.-.

.a.linguistic iit.., .1%on was , of tonirAe., the 'criterion, for syniactic . auff t;c4'en.cy) 1,..
:when used to t atenate syntacti'Cally. ie,Isufficnt .striligs (the. reSearcher Is:

,..and the boUndarieie around -falSe. .s tar ts ,; :. USing thit triplel' Criterion We Were
. ,

a 'able to achieVe. fairly high agreement . in se1gmenting both speech samp les into 4,
4 : separate utte'raTKCes. .

,

et,

,9

L
al >

' . /.. 4 ,

In this manner three main classes of titterarites 'weite differentidted: ;
(1.) ,folly developed, syntactically .alf0.4cient .seitencea; (2) brief segments,
not analyzable syntactically such-fal,l_III. Leone .co' clock",:etc, and (3) falseA ,
starts. For the most part only Ihe"::t4,, y developed s5ntences Will be diss,
cusseil here. Samples of such senteliees fróm the two tapes' are presented in.. . , ,Table§ I (a) and,l(b) . Once th.e,transstibed texts were segMented intosuch
utterances it wa S. possible to compare'Nthe two sample's of speech 'on the sev-
eral parameters rffentioned aboVe. The mettiods of analyils, and reSult for

,each paraMeter 'will be presented separately'. Statistical' analyies aide prEr,

-sented where completed.
'

. 4 .64

.. ,
Utterance Length

4 .
Method: A morpheme count was mqde oft the' first ill syntaCtically 'Sufficient.,..
sentences in ea'ch sample. In: general, the cOunt wa$ :m4de in'reference co
standard American English eisage; so that forms such, as "wanne, grid "gonnaki were
counted as consisting of tufo (Want-l-to) and three (go+1.14+to) morphemes each, . ;11 , 1.-

9respectively. Such marginally lftiguis tic items as :'hi.i.h", and "uk-huh"
Counted as one morpheme each, Peusefilling "uh" andwithiWuttèrance4repe-

.titions of items were not counted': ., Zero mbrptis sual as past tense market...Of:
) .. , to ,.the verb "to hit" were .counted. ,; ,. t

. .

Results: The results frOm the morpheme count ar present:Ed in Figure Z.,-' and

Table II. As is :iMinediately apParent in Figure, 1; .thed Shape, of Lite.' frequency
distribution of length In terms of morphemes per' g'ehtenCe is radically differ-
ent for ehe tWo. samples; Tirst bf'.all, the .A-A,saMple is clearlY mor4variable
in: length of utterance :than., the As-C sample. The thon:-overlapping 997 confidence
intervals for the varfapces' sipPort this observation, stattstically,z thie dif- r4°

ierence in Variance 'indicares that heavy..restrIctiôns oli 'length: axe imposed
in the mother's' speech When jspeaking to her' child-.. That this- difierOce in

,

Eck

4



ce,
. .

7 . ,.varligice tempt be'due siTply-to a "bottoming" effect because of the smaller"
mean lepiltia'found iA,thea-C-sample (see below) is.fairly clear-from Figure 1.

NOelon
43.

do tile two samples differ.,in terms of variability in length, but
. .

" they.alaoJilferin terms Alt average length.. .As:iiieen in Table II, the :6ntences
In 'the7.'Ar-k.;Safiple were onIfie averageF2.5 times as.long as'the sentences. inthe
:ti-,44.1.e.7*iieVer, testing this difference proved someqhSf..probleMatic,statis-

,,

tIcally:: 40fi:Ple-pne,hand, since noP7homogezOity of vari'ancd'for thetwo-samples
1.14s afield3i:bedemonstrated, it Seiimm clean-khat rhe parametricst-testcannot
be uSeth'' HOwdiver', related nohparaMatric testsare also Inappropriate becauSe

.. of the:ektkemely large number-O.:tied scores found in the data. (Length of sea7,.:K.

f

3.

? .,
.;: tence in termof the number of morphemes is a,discrete,:not a tonti.nUous varia-

-ble%)..01p solUtion would have been to perform .(11 IogaiitNtlic transfokttiation- on ..1
-, all-the ecores in the two samples in order'to efluate the,Sample vatiances,.and.

,then toapply'the t.4est to the transformed.Stotes'. However; such.an operation
sdeixted,uhnecessary Ance tbq:d4fference obsprye .was so striking°. 'Tlius, although' 4'

,the'assumpelOn of.homogene10';of variance.w1S4kAolated, a t-teit;das performed.
This .,p0cedure was furthei'legitimized by the-large sample size. The test yielded

4- ehighly,significant t-value (t=9.614; df=22 44..001). Thus, it seems. fairly
. .ssfe"to conciude:that the two samples differV. from oneanother in terms of

both.itle.mean lenith and in the variability'4A lengtii..; .qhe A-AfS'ample had on
the average, longer sentences than the A-C sample and was mote variable *length *

ofsentertce than' the A-C sample. ,-

Rate of Speech

.Metho41:35 ftilly...developedAttefances were randomly selected f Tom eoch'sampke.
-The.tempotallength of theseAterancegftas measured 'tolithe:nearest,lilfl.Cf a
seconcl usini a'stop-wetch. Each measurement was repeated'three titesbiii"the
tape-recordiag; the mean value of he three measurements was used to calculate
the ratio o&the number of syllables in the utterance to the amount'of time taken
to articulate the same utterance: In this manner the rate'Of speech in terms
of the numbOr!lof sllableg per second was established for the two samples of
35 Sentences4each,

; . ,

=Results: The results ftbm this measure-are sumMarized in Table III. Although'.
the variability in rate was somewhat higher is the A-A sample, than in the'A-C

.. . . , .,. . , . .

sample, the "diffetenceis pot signifticant... The mean.scores indicate that rate
? -

. of speech was. greater in the A-A sample ehan in thd A-C Sample. The dilfeeence,.
c between the means.was tested staastically and found to be significant"(t=2.07;

.."Of=68; pc.05). Thus it is concluded' that.the mother-spoke on the average faster
to the other two women than to het child.

V
This difference in mean rate .61 speech would have been more accentuated

tf intra-utterance pause had-been covirolfed for. As was mentioned above, there
'was a high incidence of long pauses within sent%A es ln the A-A sample but very
4ew in the A-C sample. Since the method -used ' to meaAre!*length of sentence
in terms of seconds did not separate out ihrtra-utieranceepause, the actual'.
mean rate of speech.will be a little hi ot the A-A sample shown in Talae III.
Thva,the.erronintrodyuced by the metho to measure rate of speech favored

o
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hyiwthesis of no:d0Stence. As a co'ilsequencb We''can be even more,

-

:'..o0044.1t-that the significant-difference obserl.red is a reat:differende in rateH.,:r.
,, ,

' .

r

Lexical Variability"

Method: Type-token ratios were calCUiated for the first 1000 words of runntng
text in each sample. In tfiis analysis, words.in 'sentence frsgMents were also
countd,: ;Certain ptoblems were encountered ialdecidtng what.,Was and was not a
word. 4 few conventions developed to deal wfth the, most frequen,t ambiguities
are thef011owing:

.

(1) Products of morphophonemic alteration socti as 41gotta", "kinaa";
and "sorts" Were counted as two words, (types) each.(goEft4Lwant+to,
kind+of, and sort+of).

.

.(2) Canonical unmSrked'forMsas "do" and "be" were considered as single'
types, tokens of which could be "dia" andr"does" for "dot'', and "are",
"were", "-'s", and ."...'re" for

was coUnted as atoken.of "not".
(4) The extremely frequent "y'know" in the A-A sample was counted as'a ,

Single type in itself.

Results: The'type-token ratios calculated for,the A-A and .A-C samples were,
.282 and .207, respectively (Table IV). In that the type-token.ratio itself
is g measure of variability, i.e., variability in.the choice Of lexical ite0s;
we see as we did in the morpheme count,discussed above that the-A=A sàinpleis
moreNar4lable than the A-C sample. The mother used a greater variety of leXical ,

items when speaking with thetother adblts than she did when speaking to her 'own
(This difference has not been tested statistically. The tests necedsary

ere at present outside my statistical'competence.)

Syntactic Structure
f 4

'No different questions can be asked about the syntactic structure of the,
speech samples under analysis here. One SSks whether the two samples differ in
terms Of syntactic complexity, a parameter which might, for instance, be mea-

, sured in terms of the average number transformations foUnd in the derivational
history of a string. The other asks whether the two samples differ in terms
of how frequently specific syntactic structures are used in tF two samples.
In the following sections we shall consider both these questio s separately,

Syntactic Complexity

Syntactic complexity is a complex problem when dealing with actual speech
samples. One danggr is to confuse acual linguistic complexity with psycholo-
gical complexity. The relationship between syntactic complexity in its pure
linguistic sense and the psychological complexity of a sentence is not clear
at this time (cf. Brouill et al. 1968 ). Throughout the.following section it
NshouId ,be remember,qd that we ace spea ing of linguistic complexity; no claims
are being made;,about psychological complexity.

'
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Even in its pure linguistic sense ihe notion Of syntactit complexity is.
nof precisely definable, since there is no clearly operatipnalixed method of
measuring how complex a given sentence is. One method ciihkch has been used to
some extent, and the one guiding the present 'analysis, ia'io count all the
transformational rules needed-to account,for a given surface structure. How-
ever, when approadhing a real sample of speech', it betomes immediateW apparent
that such a conhOs not a straightforward enterprise.. 'First, onermust have
available a complete transformational grammdi for the language ftom which the
speeth sample was taken, such as the particular American Negro dialect of
EngliSh used by the mother being studied: here. Unfortunately.there is no
such complete grammar available fOr any language. .Second, such a transformational
countwould.11444Whe possible ih'imorei!imted sense using an incomplete'model
if in actual speech .people Used idea1140&aentences like those stuaied by.the, , .linguisthd0Aftost of the sentencegAnthev.A-C sample were §Ocitl eslized,

sentencesee.70.1e Ilb)), but those in.ittk*.ksample tended frevently to
be much leSs tfiartIdeal in structure. .., FotAnspihte; ihere are many sentences
in which the second half'seems derived froiff"S`bSse structure comPletely different
from the base Struceure of.the.first part-(see, for instance, item 67 in"Table
1141),. Indeed, thasyntactic analysis of the A-A sample was extremely diffi-
cult. For this reason, all the results presented heloW are only highly tents-

.'tive.,

In spite of these difficulties developing some measure of syntactic comr
plexity still seemed wqrthwhile. Since I could not count every transformational
rule in thaderivational marker of each sentence, I decided to construct a :
list of major Syntactic structures, most.of which are handled ,transformationsIly
snd thus produce non-kernel sentences in the sense of Chomsky (1957), Since,'
th lisi included most of the major types of transformations used in.English,
the number of them used in a given sentence was taken as a measure of syntactic .

complexity. Thus, ple list became a sort of-yard-stick of syntactic complexity,,
thoue possibly, a somewhat inaccurate yaratstick.

Method .A list oI.:.syntac.tic structures ("tTadsiormationsn'was drawn up, the
use of any one of which, with the exception of most adverbial structureg-, would
result in non -kernel sentences. These "transformations" consisted of the fol-
lowing:,

g,-Elaborations if the verhal structure,.
. 1. Imperatives.
2. Passives.
3. Negatives.

4'No attempt was made to analyse the auxiliary-structure of the VP.'. .

these gross trahsformations of th& verbal structure were cOUnted.

B. Interrogatives.

1. Yes-No questionsmarked by rising terminal
2:.yes-No questions with auxiliary or copular
3. Questions msrked with such tags as "huh?",
4. Truncated'tag questions ("That's nice, isn'

C. Structures resulting, according to transformations
two different sentences,
1. Adjectives'in pre-noun environment;
2. Possessives in pre-noun'environment.

intlation only.
ision.

et .

t

theory fojtM combining .
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3. Nominal cOnjunction.("He and she went", "I saw him and her").
4. Verbal conjunctiOnTWe.ate and slept").
5. Subordinate clauseS.
Chdmsky (1965) subeategoi es what-I haVe ailed subordinate clauses
into the following constrUctionS.

I. Nested constructions.
A. Self-embedding.
B. Ng self-embedding.

II.Brandhing.constructions.
A. 'Right-branching.
B. Left-branching.. ).:1, 4

C. Multiple.branchin
, a -

qpiliay have been well'to4stInguish among these various sorts of set-
tce subordinization,.buthaVe not done sO at thiS-AIrme. An.instance..,

eonstrtctions-iSAMI?dy counted as. a..stihOrd4Ante
, .

44.
.1:

eiruncations. 'CI do" ior "I do love you.")
2. Deletion of auxiliary "do".
.3. Deletion of 'copula. .

4. Deletion of pronoun.
Items 2, 3, and 4 here might be considered'as phenomena specific to
this particular.dialect of English, though they do ocour with considerable
frequency In other dialects..

E. Accverbial expression ;
-. .

In transformational.theory, adverbialexpressions of time,..place-and.
manner are not u'suilly dealt witff trandformationnIly. HdweiWr, I have
counted them, too,.since they were characteAstically quite:frequent
in the A-A sample while relatively Tare in the A-C sample.

Each.....dfthiApfirst 107.fully developed-sentenee in each.sample was ana-
,lyzedibep#.4tellrounting how many of the.trensfdiMations"/listed above are

. .needed to t i the given surf.ace stfuctiite:' :t'eas then used as

- a measure, tentative as it is,,of the syntactic coMfasxity of that sentence.
I aM.not totally confident that even this limited measure is accurate, since
many marginal phenomena were observed in the A-A sample. However, I feel
stronglythat nefinement of.the measure, which I plan to do in the.,near future,
would yield b4i'cally. the same results.

< _

Results: The results on ,syntactic complexity are summarized in tigure 2 and
Table V., Figure 2 shows that the frequency distribution6 fdr syntactic em-

i°
,are radically diffejent.for ale two 'samples. Once again, as was the

case the measure of length of sentence, syntactic complexity was more
vari e Lithe A-A sample than'in the A-C sample. This difference is quite-
marked, as irldica,ted by the non-overlapping 9'9% confidence.intervals (see
Table V). Furthermore, the two samples' differed in average complexity. There
werenearly twice as many transformas utilized in the 'sentences in the A-A
sample than in the A-C sample. Using the same argument preseatdd above for
testing the difference in mean number of morpheMes per sentence using the t-
test, a t-test was,applied to these data, too. The result'was, once again,

. .,

fi
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e.highly signifiCant t-value. (t55:04.9;',df=214 p4.00.1). Tlius tt can be .0*-
tluded.A4,4.91e.".Mbi.hr under studyprodUced,On the average).syntacticdlly
-More7comPlex'aentenCes:WhenspeaJcing Wftit t4e....tWo adults than.,when Speak04.,
'to het-child. In additton,,hei:Speeph:was.more irariabl4 in.Complexitywhen'.
Speaking to the.adults.than'when.s.pea4pg to:her child.
,

'Frequency of Specific Syntactic StrUctures.

Now we can.turn to the seCond question concerning syntactic structures
pamely,,how Often are specific syntactic'structures used in the two samples?

,

Method: With only one exception, the same list of "transformadons" was used.
in his analysis as in the measure of.syntacticcomplexity. The exception
..yos adverbial expressions. .They were not counted. here. The analysis was based
On..the first 111 fully developed sentences in each sample. It should be Yemelp-

-leed that the structures coUnted are not necessarily 'mutually exclusive. Al-
thVugh it is. not passible for one spWce to be.recorded both as .a-yes-no
quebtion and'as a Wh,L-guestion, it iS:1-6*at all unlikely that, fotAnstante,
'a wh-question is negatiiie.., *..Such,a:x0terice, then, as

"Why didet.yoU car)e?!.;-
would be recorded as a wh-questiOvrari4'ia'a negative..,

I

Results: The results from this..frequency count are shown in Table, VI. Although
no statistical analysis has been applied to these data, it is clear that many°
of the syntactic structures counted were usdd with different frequencies in
the twb samples. For instance, there were 34 imperatives found.in the 111 A-C-
Sentences, while only tWo were found in the 111 A-A sentenCes. Negatives wete

. quite frequent in the A-A sample, but relatively rare 1.94,he;A-C sample, One
particularly striking difference was the overall number. oe questions. 1n:the
A-A sample there was., onlly one clear-cut question, while there was a total. of
57 questions in .the-ji4C%sampfe, i.e., approximately half of thp sentences p4dressed
to the child were' guds'tions. The most radical difference sseems to lie in .the

,number of subotdinate'clauses,. In the A-A sample there were 90 such construc-
.

tions, while there werd. dnly.r9 in the A-C sample. The other differences are
not sp great in magnitude, but ,several of them are probably significant dif-
ferences.

It should he noted that most of the auxiliary:."do.", copular, and pronomial.
' deletions occurred in inverted s7-no questions 'It'Iltightat first seem strange
to state that questions' such as .

.

"Wanna sing me adong?"
and?

"You here?"
are-inverted yes-no questidhs with pronomial and'auxiliary "do" deletion in
the former and"'-copular deletion in the latter. Hqwever, there is sufficient
linguistic evidence\supporting this analysis. FoF instance, the first sentence
would probably be followed by

"You wanna sing me a song?"
.or

Do-you wanna sing me a 'S'ong?"
and the second question by

40,
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"Arg,you-heret"' ,

, .

There were4aany-such.expanded reTetitliOnSJOlindin the, A-C speech sample, and
in.Most cas'es the repetition 4howed'jthst ttfel/VSinal truncated sentence was'

-ap inverltedjes-nd question with-thefnicillary:* copula and frequently aclso
tfie prOnomi4VSubject deleted.f*ThUS, :the,preehce of sa many suCh deletions
in,tifak=4iii-a, is highlyreqrelated witfrthe,nuMbev of yes-no questions

!

With inversion ed in the-Same SampleThe abeenceofsuch deletions in .

'the A-A sample reElects only'.01g.abgencgAf.SuCh:qUestians there.
6:

..::.

Distussion,
,,...

I a ..,

.

Thd results ftom tfitis pilot stddy.arelcertainly. suggestive bl; 54 marked
. .

'contrast between adult speech,to'chi/diOn who Are learningHp sp'eak 'and adult
.,

speech to other adulta. Indeed,:an none of the meaSurea.'talfe .Were..,the.tvio. .-

sTegCh samples the Fame. The-Sentences'in thg A-A.sampl 'Ti..11 the'sveraSe
. ,...

.much longer than those in the A-C sample, they were spok0. W quickry,..shoWed '

lexical variability,: and sreater syntactic tomplexi5..*,,IPJadOtion,
.,4.- a- ;

41ksla.of specific syntactic-structures differed radically .1Wtte twei:saMple§:
. .

CATili.rt'Uttions whichtbe mother'fidi4ently used when sji:eaking.T.4th the,adulta
. .. , ,

trused When speaking 'with.the-child, ana.yice Versa. Finally, there.'

.
"tgaikePia'riability'in:ibcith length of utterance'and'in_gyNgactic complexity -tu et

Iiinhe,iPthe'A-as sample than'inthe A-C'Sample.
,

.

Although these differenOes are striking, they cannot be taken as:.PropY:

that &Nits spe4 differently to.:children who are learning to speok than OAP
dO to other adults.: The stUdy.mudt.be expanded tb include more families;:.lf
similar difference§ are Obsgrved in a largersampling of adults, therv.it:WIll

be passible to conclude that,the'iriput stitiCture to the child learninetti,Speak.,:

is a specialited style of /AnSuage. It is our intention toexpand thissfstudy

nearjature in Order_ to'test this. The present results, though,..dre

encouraging and Trovide StxOng.:timulus for s-Aarger Study.
" .

7

%.,Thestudy whiCh we plan to:de will also include as an important variable'.
..i'he4evgl-af linguistic development of the child in question. AssuMing that ,

,Siffil.lar-diffSrgfiCes as those just reported are'found in, other adults with
ebidren at. SpPrOximitely the Same'stage of linguistic development, it would
.15e intere8ting to study.adult speech to chiIdren,at different stages ot)litrk

suistic development to see whether this aduit-Ohild speech style chanws.aw-..:

the child develops. We.are hoping t6 include families with childre* Tao haVe-

- not,yet starte&to,form sentences and families with children who are qufte

adVancea say,'five years old or more. 1

,

Finally, it, wbuld be interesting to egtablish whether such systematic
differenceg are.a CUltuKe specific phenomenon, depending, for instance, on
the degree of .formal education of the parents, socio-economic background, even-

. tually even langig°e community. It would indeed b'e of considerable'psycho-
linguistic intereseto discover, for instance, that all adults, irresp.gEliVe----

of socio-economic or cultural background, make such adjustments:in their speech

'when speaking wilh children. Such a finding(would motivate a hard seCond look

at the role of adult language in.the child's language acquisition pracess.i, It
would suggest, for instance, that the adult input to the child serves a'siire

than a "passive" model out of which the child in some mysterious manner derives

the "lodal4atransformational rules" needed to map hisbase structure into. the%.

surfacetrstructure of the language being learned. It might even be that64.4ults

* ,
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quite systematically adjust their speech in such a way'as to highlight the
Impoitant sYntactic., lexital, and possibly prosodikc features which the child

st4e of acquisition'needs to learn.. The adult's speech to the
Childmikht be,aCaort of "programmed text" forjanguage. learning, possibly
becOmingever more complex as the child developsAlis linguistic skills. HoW-
.evet, ell this,is for the 'present sheer speCulatlon.. Hard data are needed-.

.

qt;,,doeS seem necessary,.:re4.V'ait:iaS;;e7;44V:i&t424Alar meastilreS used in' order4
o iedfde:,',wheOer,Or nOVihey are reliable%:'*partiCUl*,,Hsince measureplUch
as the M'nrpheme 064Wand the syntactiC countb-reli heavi44on the reihOls
linggiStid intuitioif;'we should provide some test of reliability. Thi:S can be
.done.simply by having more than one judge analyze the data. In addition, we
,hope to strengthen the measure of syntactic complexity and more.finely differen-
tiate-the iatioussyntdetic'strUctures in the f!requency count. It could be
argued that a strictly behavioral, measure of'cork51exity should be used. For
.instance, one might have naive English speaking.subjects rate sentences on
degree of complexity. uch a techniqUe v.uytqa have the:advantage of not relying
on.a specific linguistic notion of co:mpleitity which, as Already..said,.has no
clearly defined relationship to.psyctiOlogical complexity of a sentence. How-
ever,7:6*.nce the measure used in this pilot study, roUgh as it was, was able'
to.44sCriminate such radical differences between the two speech samples studied,
cO4inued use..of:this:'-:.measure seems'appropriate as long as we are asking such
,a general questionas:whethet.c'r.not the two samples of speech differ in terms
of syntactic complexity in.gehertl. At a future date we might want to ask the
intrinsically more interestiguestion, namely, what significance does this
differencOn sentential complexity have in the child's process'of language,ac-
quisition? At that time some type of psychological measure.of complexity would
be necessary. But first we must establish that syntactic simplification is
characteristic of adult spelh to children in general.

In closing it should also be mentioned that we plan to compare the adult-
child and adult-adult speech samples on whether or not they differ.intonationally.
More specifically we will take,.Measures of average fundamental frequency.and
range in fundamental frequency: 'Ih the pilot work presented in thiS paper-no
systematic study was made of intonational differences between the A-A and A-C
samples.. However,.it was our.impression that the two samples differed very
much in intonation. The mother's voice in the, A-C sample seemed in general
to be considerably thigher and more variable in pitch than in the A-A sample.
Actual instrumental measures of pitch would thus provide some interesting
information. .0

°
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111:
17. An' then well now his father are.:I arAseparatiado; so heSaas ma mainly

Thble l(a): Sampkof Adult-Adult Speech'

4ir

.:

18.. An' then I try tO.do things with him 4nd for him an' all to, kinda make
up y'know for this.

.. :t r
, N ,, . , . ,

.
l'A04- t. I ..can't, y'know, .. 'cause I can't put no man therek e a symbol for

him Or nothing..
.

*.
.

. .

,20. He wouldn't have nothin' to do with Gebigia,

V.

il. An' then thaf child has so many problems that are jus'ftils.or hers alone,
Y'knOw;

a

51..No, I really--I really believe thgt--that chnrch t e Bille an' all,
that's good.

52. It gives me,a'6??tain. amount of consolation which Ows me to relax my
. mind and start thinking intelligently an'. putting efforts all in one

y'-know force goin' in one direction rather than jus y'.knoW .eontinually
feeling sorry for yourself.

4,*53. It takes a littie time.

54. 'Cause tha's bad.

55. 'N' you can't name.. the sort of virus goin' y'know.

65. I was on a inhalatkon series routine,'

66. We wen' aroun' from ward to ward.

67. People are--y'know, that get all this mucus in their chest.

68. An' it's very important to breathe properly an' to be able to cough this
mucus up and out an' through your chest, y'know as soon as possible.

69. And we couldn't sterilize the instrument.s%-

6 6
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l:.:4(11): Sample bfAdUlt-Child, Spaech
,

.
.

1.'COMipXaY boame wit' 1*,

2. Come play'a game with me.

3. Wenna pTá a game with me-?'\

4. You.wanna plaia game with me savoir fairel
. .4,

5. ComeOok at,Mamma's'colOriniliook. . ;6',

.46.6

0.JOUwannaaeqby colorfng book?

7. Lbok at my coloring book.

)3. fookit, ihat's an Indian, huh?.

g. Is that an Indian?

"10. Can yeu say Indian?

11. Talk to me.

12. Watcha been doin' today?

13. What did you do today?

14. Look at that.

15. That's a,funny picture, huh?

16. Oh . .wheee . .4.00k1

17. What's that?
4.*

18. Whatlethat?

-19.. And that's a church, huh? .

2Q. Yeah, Marcus goes'to cburch.

21. Marcus goes to church

22. See.

a 0?

p.
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Table II: Lengtdof Utterapcelia. Teitins of

Number o f MoxpllAmes /Ben tence
,

J1* M s s
2

conS int .

111 14.58 8 5 73.69' (54.16-A109.56)
.

, 2. Adulf-J-Chyd. 111 6.04 3.62 13,091'-

*Firs.t ,111 fully developed,'sYnt4Ct1ca11y stiff id,ent, sentences..

Table III: Rate of Speech in terms of
Number of -Sy11ableS/Second

7'.

. 1

N* M
\ .

1... Adult-Adult 35 15.22 1.21 1.47

2. Adult-Child 35 4.66 1.00' 1.01

*35 randomly selected, fully;developed se

4,4*

99% onf. . int.

s (.89400.28).

..62Se)'142.27)

]t

o

oP 4! I 0

Table IV: Lexical Vaiiab7lity Terms
of Type-Token r-

N*

1.,Adult-.Adult 1000

- :Type-Token Ratio

2. Adult-Child 1000 . 2N
Vi A. .

*First 1000 Words 'of runnifig text . Sen'tei10, ..-. ,

fragments and one word utterances are InclUded.

=

3'

'

I

8
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401t-Adult

A.
-2. Adult,-Child

Table V: Syntactic Complextty in Terms of Numr
ber of "Transformations"/Sentence, 1.5.

^2
N*. M 5

2
99% conf. int, s

107 3.O 8 2.66 6.92 (5.06Sei10,38)

107 "' l'A9 , 1:25 1.. / (.81ta.1.66)

.tj

*First 107 fully developed, syntactically suffoient sentences.

Table Frequency of Occurrence of
1 Specific Syntaceic Structures*

Syntactic *Structures

A-A
'Frequency

A. Verbal Structures
1. Imperatives
2. Negatives
3. Passives

B. Interrogatives
1. Yes-No:./Intonation only
2. Yes-No:(Inversion
3. Tags ("huh?", etc.
4. T4uhcated Tags
5. Whrquestions

C. General
1. Adjective' / N

, 2. Possessives/ N

.°7---- 3. Nominal Conjunction
4. Verbal Cynjunction
5. Subordinate Glau,seb

...01.
7'

D.,Deletions ,...

1. Truncations '2
.../ . ,2

2. Deletion of "do" ' 0 12

3. Deletion of Copula 0 5'
4. D letion of pronoun 0 .2

Ili

S.

/a.

A -C

2 34
, 38 7

2 0

3

30

11

3.
10

22

21

to 1

5. 0

90 -9

*Based first 111 fully developed utterances from each saMple.
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*.

a

z
,!: v - 'Thig study deals descrntively witb some of the linguistic properties

. !' ,

1. of at4other's nse Of repetition in talking to her 26 month old son and alsov
/

with some, perhaps interesting, perhips incidental phenomena assoCiated with

her,use,of repetition- ,

...!

..;

-2 . Nearly agquarter of the mother's speech in.this sample is-repetition.

Motit of the instances of repettion involve various alteratiOns of their
. ,

, .

origlinal.-,40. .The'alterations which occur;;include changes in word order; addi-

tion, deletion; or substitutkon of words; changes in ineonation; morphopho-

nemic,41tirations; and morPhological changes. Many, nearly half, of these

chahges a1tet the surfaCe atiVaure relations of the original utterances.

,.;ka Reliétitionstend to retain:the original.sentence, or syntactic, type.

In 19.Of the 88 cases, however, there are switches in sentence type,with,
44. .

for instana, imperatiVes.re-evressed as questions, or questions as declar-

.atives, etc. 4

Where fhe notion Of repetitiO is broadened to include entire bequences

of_iitterancea each of Ighich-Ideals with a alAgle topic or thetle, some patterns

describable in linguistic terms' appear, which may indicate the processes

the'production cl,f those sequeuCes of utterances. These are pre-

sented in the last section of the paper.
.

Materials: .

. .0. .

..., .

The tapes used in this study were oktathed frqm Claud*a Mitchell. ThegO4
I,

are recordings of a,,black mother in Oakland talking to h7 26 month Old .'
. ;

,

fionv Mark-,-Ttyll4tions of the tape in which the mother is testing her .

son from material given to her, by Claudia Mi'tchell were discarded and only ,

OP

the free 2peech used. The tapes were transcribed in English'orthograppy

and only the yery common morphophonemict alternants, sueh las Loins: versus

going, were ufarked in an"ay. Intonation of the ayntactically differenti-

.ating.sprt was.tranaribed with conventional Onctuation markii. Any other
1:1

.special transcriptional devices are used only in the examples in this paper

and are explained where used, .4#

Criteria or Re e ition:
0

Describingvhat oc urs in repetition is in a sense an,explication of
.c;

what is meant by the word repetltion. The criteria for what islor. iarnat

repetition were.certaihly not made explici6,*priori, but some regtrictions

a

-N

.4
.74
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page two

or criteria did appear in the process of making.judgements oh individual

cases and these will now be discussed. Those which seem intuitively clearly

justified will be presented first and then some others which may seem pore

arbitrary.

An instance.,of repetition must occur reasonably soon after the origirrl

utterance--and "soon" means that there are no prolonged pauses with inter- L

vening activity. Only certain kinds of utterances may intervene between

the original utterance and its repetition and these are, of the attention

,Mt.t.ing...ac.r.t-saw41-as--Huh-?-v-Ma.rk41-Taik-to-ne'..7-ett-:ThCie are two cases

where this restriction had to be relaxed. They both entailed t,he alteration

of two repeated ilaterances:

Tell me what your nameis.

Say "Mark Thompson".
11

Oh. Ow!

Hey. Don't do that.

R: Tell me what your name

RI Say '",Mark Thompson".

The repetition must be semantically and pragmatically close to the orig.%

inal utterance. Hence, for example, int0

Look it. That's an Indian,- huh?

Is that an Indian?

Can you say "Indltan"?

,the last id not counted-as a repetition of the immediately prioi utterance.

The two utterances require different resptonses_whereas theirst and second

utterance may be viewed as requiring the Same response. '

It Would be hard to make fully explicit criteria,pg semantic similarity,

6tit since t was primarily interested in the ptructuraioperties of repe-
-r

eition, thelpllowing cases were treated:as repetitions:

Oh wasn't that a boy?

A bai 'boy like Mailk?

14, Are you a good boy?
/

Some.time.you'a good boyR

There.is semantic change but algo too much overlap both semantically and
4

syntactically to ignore.

The utterances which are counted as repetitions are treated as .repeti-

7 2



page three

tions of the most immediately prior utterance which qualifies on semantic

and pragmatic grounds. Hence, in a sequence of repetitions, each utterance

is treated as a repetition of the one just before it and the differences
.?

detetmined on that basis. The exception to this practice is due to inter-

veninifinstances of4elicitation. In general, elicitation is never treated

as,a,repetition of pOor non-elicitation utterances. So,ifor example, in:

An', you 'gotta Popeye ring today, didn't yoU/

You Otte Popeye ring?

'Gan you say -."Tropeye"1"

"Popeye,"

You gotta Popeye

last utterance is regarded asthe

ring from the doctor, huh?.#

a repetition of the second. Elicitation

forms are treated as a class by themdelves and may have their own repetition--

as occurs in the above example.

Finally, nonisyntactic utterances of the sort Huh?, yed, Mark, Oh--Whee--

look and others which are not part of a sentence are disregarded in thid

study. There can be and is repetition even among these forms, but individ-

ual cases are oft.en very embigubus.

Repetition:

The first thing to find out is how eXteiltive repetition is in the'speech

of this mother. A simple:breakdown of the transcript intoJutterancOt.which

are repetitions, the originals of repetitions, non-repeated utterances, elic-

itation forms and non-syntactic types shows that utterances involved in

repetition (original + repetition) constitute a large portion of the. mother's

speech. Repetitions constitute .34 of al utterances, .47 of the syntactic

-Table 1

Frequency of repetroR

79

102 ,

51

" 104

Original-Utterancet---

Repetition*

.Non=repeq&O Utterance:

HOW-Iyhtactict.

Total

.*

7 3

u

/71



page four

utterances and .57 of the non-elicitation, syntactic utterances which are

the kind we are, here, primarily interested in.
8

^`t
ftact repetitions were taken as an ideal form of repetition and differ-

..enceS from the ideal tabulated to determine ho/ strict or free repetitionq;-.

is and in what directions. Differeddes which were considered noteworthy

were first,,changes in word order which obviOusfy entails changes in the

surface stucture of the original. The second'category of difference is

Word substitution which is subcategorized into that which represents an

alteraiistin_af ifie. au. rfaces_kritclure, and that which_s1QAL.110

change come look to wanna look alters the relation of the verb look with

its preceding 'Verh:--from conjunctive to dependent; on the other hand, to

substitute Mommy for me in Sing me a song. entails no structural change in

the surface structure. The third category is intonational change which

again may be structural or non-structurar; that is, the change to a question

intonation contour from an original declarative is a structural change While

contranstive stress or a raising of the pitch level with no significant

change in the intonation contour-is not. The fourth category is word dele=

tion with markings for,the nutSdi= of words deleted. The fifth category is

word addition in which there are three subdategories: filling in deleted

morphs as in do-deletion in the original'or imperatives;'a.central, struc-
.

tural change where a clause in the original.is altered in its internal sur-

-face structure relations ap in, fot instance, thepexpinsion of,the noun

phrase; lastky, there are peripheral strustural'changes in which worp o'r

phrases are conjoined to the original as in_nthe case of apperuted vocativeS:$
.it

sentdntial adverbs; or degenerate imperative& such.as Inokit or comeop.

Theaixth,change is a morphological cha4e sudh as'past to present in the

verb phrase. %The. seventh and last41s morphophonetic alteration such as be-
't

tweed wit'and with. Table 2 presents these changes for non-elicitation

utterances with the ntimber of the utterance in the transcript indidated.

Since any given instance of repetition may have more than one change from

original, the same uterance is sometimes found in more than one column.

The fact Vlat in Y/N Questions intonatioqiand sNject-auxiliary verb inver-

sion.occur together is ignored in this tabulation. Table 3 presents the.
T

same tabulation for elicitation
forms.o

, In both of these taibles Opre is
f.y ,

one category of change which hAs been ignored; this is where the relative

pitch level of the enti4e utterance has been raised or lowered relative tio

the original. Ifthis ia'the only change: in the repetition form then.it

7 4
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Table 2

In'st'ances of repetition

elapsed by, differences

from oriu,inal uttermees.'

e

4.

Exac t

R.

Word

Oraci.

Yerord Suit.

"..; Ur. tr.

521

. 55T

59

6 9

991

1'021

121T

1411..

213
256
306T

317
342
3'17

Pn-tonatien

-tr.

ord
Delet.

ord.' Additiolk *

Can. Pefi JO

13 3 8 3 26 9
49 6 9 8 53
03 51" 10 9 63s

290 112 47 31 134s
326, 1c5" 4.9 58 2],';/

1 ' 4 '

327 210
uli

112' .83 (1-5!

340 228 125, :112
2;.),6ffiti 126 137 321le

290 159 15,9, 336?
321 202 :9.2 394

217 '195 .

, ,., A8', 2D2-L.

t tt.y:

, 315 a*

4,

A

7" ,247.11j.

c)3

1407

54).

4t4

r±Ic I egaiie 1

's A ,

it
of agiettods.

ea
th.

tr
ho

repr ;e'rt tj

kl-1:400 Agr 1.khi:

.cJunted
0. ,

,1u

31

48"'

53
63"4
65"

104
19:44
202

2C6
"

20
257 "

425811
/

-261

0/

. 277

267"

32761'
. ry411 I

'3 ii"(?.

3 41:9-

3"0,41':

to

'53"
3

104

r,

5
MI

20, 207 t;
27'211 0

ll -!

286 .43'24
/327 332

7
ii

49
137
268

04

352

'5.

I.



Table 2

(cont d).

. 3

Table 3

Reputition! alfton(L.

A

Word/ ot. Intonation

r. N-StA

l'194.1 *384' 4

* 356 *365. I.

r411

t,41

ell tation farmo

AVC

Al
Wor

Belot.

35.

911
*116

35a

*3811

.'d

e1i9ited ferm 'affected

A

WordiAdaltion

Con. Pori.,

1( 274 *368
357'
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Table 4

. Summary of ahangee in.repetition

Exact Aenetition:

Word,grder Change:

..01ord 6ubst. Str.:

Non-Str.:

Intonation

Non-Str.:

Word peleLio .

Vord Addit. Cen.:

Peri.:

0

Morphophonemic

:"orp1o1o.:ica1

14..=..,

Tot,-1,1

-on-Jrict. Tot;1I

14 10 24

7 7

10 10

17

17 19

lo 13

25 6 31

13, 2

13 1 14

9

6 6

2 2

143 724 - 167

Frequency of ex6et and TA1t;ered
rapetitions

Non-thct. :1;1ict. .Totni
I

16cact Repotitiort: 14' la 24"

-.

!
iaterod Ito,)ctit,t,41: . 65 12 77,

Y,otal: 7') 22 ,' ldi
.0,

71



page five ea!,

.,
. - .

was counted as exact repetition with the pitch change indicated; if
,

other

. changes also occur,.then the change in pitch level was councedlinder non-

structUral intonation change. The reason for doing this was to not obscure

the fact that in some cases all syntactic relationa within the repetition':

were the same ag in the original and therefore, gyntactically, these repre-

sent cases of almost exact repetition.

It is evident from inspection of these two tables that there.is rela- -
..

tively little exact repetition. Table 4 and 5,0,19 mothis're clearly. The'

former presents in numerical form the freque114- Vthe changes under the.----r-- -
A., 1... 1..4*11

.various categories.and the lattertable shows the'number of utterances Which

, are exact as against altered repetitions.

The fact that repetitions are usually not exact indicates that these

utterances are not reproductions from memory but.are regenerations. This

is not .surpriging of course but what' about exact repetitions? are.they ac- ,

cidental? I,saw no regularitieg and didn't pursue the queation.

One interesting fact about repetition is thAt they aren't necessarily,

tied to an urgent need to communicate, get information or get the child to

do sometfiing. Repetition sometimes qccurs where it seems unreasonable to

expect the child to understand what was said in the first place. In fart,

the second *example presented here it'is quite clear that the mother must be f,

aware that the child can't understand her:

LL
R: Ito, Indians don't knOw nothin' about,no shoe

Shoe shine at the shoe shop (mother expands the

child's utterance)

,Indians don't,k9O,K.Aothi4 about no shoe shop..

You really short of breath all the time like that?
1

Mmhmn.

You got emphysema or somethin'?

Rz You have?

Related to this is the fact the epetitions do not tend to be simpler

than the originals, at least the fact that deletions and elaborations don't

differ in frequency indicates this (Table 4).

Predictability of change in repetition:

The qUestion of whether the changes which occur in repetition are pre-

78
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dictable or hol can be examined at several lingastic levels.ttnly one waa

undertaken here. Table 6 is a matrix of original utterances and their repe-

titions with syntactiC types of utierances used Itakthe categories in ale

rows and columnae Again elicitation apd non-elicitatiOn forms are treated
-

separately. Table 7 summarizeg-the data'under.the categories of Statement,

Que9tion and Imperative, It is clear in-all these tab es that syntactic type

.tends to remain constant.

.6

'4

' d .

7 9

4

0

,
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Table 6

Helh.-14on of" ropoti on and original
in .iyirtac uic type

.-boc ip W

.

int .

-
^

c _

^

20

2

2

3

19

3

1

1

2

Nark4,01ibitation

.

17, 114 1 1 only

14 1 1

obre

1

vel

6 Elieitatj.b.AY:

1 forms

Table 7

.thlunary of table 6: Non-61,ict. Pofms

'Total

f ,

Q1,106titA

Inper;

.., 6....

3 33

3

4

20

24

/1

41,

23

75

8 0
a.



Some examples of repetiNom:

Exact Pepetition:

Syntactic Alteration:

Word Order

Word Subgtitntion

Intonational'Change

Morphophonemic Alternation:

Reductions

APPENDIX

You love your Mommy?
You love your Mommy?

Sing me a.sdng.
Sing, me a song.

Imper. Come 'play a gale with me.
Question Wanna play a game with.me.

Q-Tag Look it. That's an Indian,'huh?
Y/N Q Is.that an Indianr

What Q Wha0s your name?
Imp. Tell me what your name is.

Do you eirer get ready to go to bed?
You do? ,4

What's your name?
Tell. me what your name is.

Sing 14i -song.
Sing Momma a song.
Sing me a song.

,

You like to bathe yourself? ,
You like to take baths?.
You like to talCe a bath?

What's th7a7t!"

What's rnT/v

Come play a game wit' me.
Come play a,game with me.

c4n you gay "rooster"?
." "Rooster"?

That's a funny book,,'huh?
funny boOk?

An'.you gotta Popeye ring Loday,
you gotta Popeye ring?

8 1

.

didn't yoW

.e



1.

Elaborations

3

1

Q

page two.

OtlObkit, that.'s a funny lookin'
tFing there, hula

.That's-iunny loOkin', huh?(

That was
.That was.very very nice. A

wanna play a game With,me?
You wanna play a game with me, savoir faiie

17,

8 2

'51

:

4
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,PATTERNS INLONGER SEQUENCES

Permutation pattern

page three

OP

715114 , wasn' t that a
a (elicit.) :N7*
a (elicit.

a ba ikelMark
Mark,a bad boy? ,

#

Are you a.bad boy?
' you -bad boy? -4, ,-Ak.-

yob re a4weet boy and ldves you.

..--
..-,..... Ye do. ''. - .

Yes
o .lov

A j.

" ' , : A
i

r. . A
144 kAstA4, ;10:

4.??

4.

8 3

uh?
Yeh.

Sing me a song.

love your MoMmy?_
lolie your Mammy?

-end sequence

;

rst



page four

.Sequence Marking. ,

1. BegVDL Come on. Let'S'say your ABC's, okay?.

16
Say "A, "B,....4..""Z.

T Oh, that's a 0W..guyt
End Yeah

Now yop wann4 count?
You know howi%' count? °
1 bet you don't.
Say "One", .,

.4.

Yeah

IT.

Begin

End

Begin Now tell me what your name is.
D' you have.a. name? .

Tell me what your name is.
Say "Mark"..."Thompdpl. .

You can say it better than that. Say "Mark"

Say "Mark"..."Thompson"

(end)

(Begin

End

(Beggfi)

Edd

End

'How old are you, Mark?
Two? l.
Two. Thar's a good VI7y, huh?

Ypah.

That's a
A radio?
Radin
yeah.

What's that?
The man gonna pat?
Yeati, he gonna eat his pinner.
Yeah.

c

Begin And to that's- a cofeee'pot, huh?
.yeah, coffee pot. (imitatfon.).

goffelm?

yeah, ccdfee pot:

End yeah.

'(Begin)

You like'coffee?-
You do?

How you like your toffe'er

How you like Your coffee?
Huh?

. ,

1;8 4

cIP



, YeRh,- I sdu lia4 boy..
.ip 4

o :

bAy b o -L.- )

. .\.1. -7-7-.
-141,

-, ,.
ahi1c1::'' 4 .. e, T a - bp L )

_,
:. ..4q: . :4iti'.1...:?'

.,.,.
a Ni .

.*,,, : : .:'.-.' .. v. iF64,11f,).r. 4Yeah, th' ..! s i'r1 8.3; te,--
/ ...._. le C"----)

r.o, he ' s /let, in thez, boat .
V .

-. in t'ilu WO, t,l..
"1.....--.211

The 6ir1 is in the..wuter, huh?

ts.)
,

7 -74

Lress [1: 41;
1. 1

t
3 1 0 0

;oLL!:'.po'neye iLr, toriy,

nye 1:

''))) 471"-Pooye"?
0

"Pop-cye" .

raain :=-tre!lf.;

t;)

1 1
' li e Lhey have on?Daktari .

2
9 Yon knov!9T b(iy Lhat h cnimpan:;ee on 1..)1.k-uani?

0 1
udy?

Yeal, JIAdy bur? frientit huh?

;-

44

;

r
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Elicitation nd intonLion iii L.t lion U tire

°I A 4

acre are sovorp,1 imitince.r; of LhOollowinc, in v.hich the

moL'4Ler oliciLu A;o1',::1 with' a quos.tion. ''The form boin olicited

;Op'I'R (luo'.3tion intonuion hich;

..

' -
:

4:4Th. Lho forid. The Athor resin

64.icited for.:1 with the inton:o.ti.on
6 &

' \ ,

\lil.:AI:2, ra
,......?

---2,.. raaio?

-......."

..)

...,---.

41,

p.

"Corfee"?

child toncto to imitate
i

s: 'to ,t4is by irepeatin6 , the

.:11d

61.11c1

Child

.Ah(1 cof-

. '( _)

1."(3Zi

s.
(

'._;offou

86

)
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